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CJlAFTEt I
nmomcTtm
Curing the last few years the study of voluntary membership in 
clubs and other social organisations has become a matter of increased 
importance in the area of social research. Sociological literature 
contains several significant studies which have focused attention on 
this particular area of human behavior. Notwithstanding this develop* 
menfc, an attempt will be made in this research project to demonstrate 
that there I© still a definite lack of information with respect to 
several,important aspects of voluntary membership, it is hoped that the 
findings of this study will be fruitful in supplying some date deemed 
necessary to increase our understanding of human behavior la this area.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. Sociological theory and research have 
made it increasingly evident that the understanding of human behavior 
necessitates & greater knowledge of the patterns of voluntary associ* 
ational membership which character its# the various cultures and sub* 
cultures. In recent years * however, knowledge accumulated as a result 
of empirical social research has not only contributed to general socio* 
logical knowledge by carefully examining aspects of culture ■and society 
that previously had not been subjected to such particular analysis, but 
has also contributed to the understanding and solution of practical 
problems. This fact, coupled with a growing awareness of the social and
2cultural distensions of human behavior, has assisted in gradually bring* 
lag about a condition where now it is not an uncommon occurrence for 
leaders and executives of formal associations to seek the assistance 
of social scientists in their efforts to secure accurate data with 
respect to their particular organ I tat I on* Such was the case with 
respect to the leaders of the Young ttOMm’a Christian Association 
<Y«U,C*A*} in Omaha, Mebraefca* In October, 1961, the writer met with 
local y .w *c *a « officials and accepted the responsibility for securing 
information which could be used to facilitate the efforts of the ?*w«C»a« 
leaders in their attempts to Improve the Association and to provide 
better programs for their members*
As will be diacussed later, the research was limited to a study 
of the Twenty-eighth Avenue Y.K.C.A. Center located at Twenty-eighth 
and Miami Street la Omaha, Nebraska. The basic problem under consider­
ation was to discover if the program at. the Y*W*C«A. Center was meeting 
the needs of its members* Sint© the term ’’needs” as used la this study 
actually refers to the expressed attitudes or desires of the members and 
attempts to ascertain their personal "definition of the situation,” the 
study becomes, in essence, mm of determining the degree to which the 
program at the Canter is meeting the wishes of the Y«w,C.A* Center 
m em bers .
Significance of the .problem* Sociological research hm  made itmu i?M| »,« >na>Hiirewi»«w, nmuwuwhut*h .mtur pm,* -•*
Increasingly evident that additional understanding and Insight into 
human behavior may be .gained through greater knowledge of voluntary
3memberships in formal associations. In urban societies, formal organ* 
izations rather than the family provide outlets for the diverse inter­
ests of the population# It then follows that an organization such as 
the Y.W.C.A. would become a matter of sociological importance, for here 
exists a social agency designed to fulfill certain needs, the satis­
faction or dissatisfaction of which has an effect on the behavior of 
the people involved.
Most studies dealing with voluntary membership have used both 
social class and social status as a combined focal point and then 
correlated them with other social faets, including, for example, 
population differentials, family characteristics, religion, politics, 
patterns of leisure, and membership in associations. It may be of 
significance to note that many researchers who have been concerned 
with the topic of voluntary membership have made a rather basic 
assumption*-the generality of which may not be as universal as implied** 
during the course of their investigations. This supposition, usually 
implicit in nature, apparently rests on the general belief that member­
ship per se in a voluntary association is necessarily indicative of 
certain satisfactions that are being experienced by the people whose 
names appear upon the membership roster. This underlying assumption 
appears to hold as "fact” the idea that a person would not hold 
membership in a voluntary association unless he was receiving certain 
satisfactions directly from within the organization (i.e., "internal 
satisfactions” such as pleasant companionship or enjoyable recreational 
activities), or perhaps deriving certain satisfactions, either directly
4or indirectly* from without as m consequence of group membership 
<i.e*# l5e^ tor«uii satisfactions*" ouch as the nmoimt of prestige 
accorded those persons associated with a particular club or organ­
isation* or certain business gains derived m  a result of "racking 
contacts")* Again, this belief aaewtaes thmt membership par sa must be 
indicative of various satisfaction® experienced by the swmbers* From 
the organisation’s point of view, membership in the association beeooea 
equated with the success of the association* In this instance* the 
degree of success or achievement attained by a formal voluntary associ­
ation tend© to foe raeasiured primarily on the basis of numbers**numbers 
which are obtained simply by an addition of all names appearing on the 
membership roll.
It is significant at this point to mention that while many 
studies hcve placed emphasis upon membership per sc la voluntary 
associations* comparatively little emphasis has been placed upon the 
actual participation of the members* those researchers who have seen 
fit to include information regarding active participation of the members 
In associations will foe mentioned in Chapter li, under the section 
entitled "inor Keeaarch of Significance far the Study*" On ttm  basis 
of the literature pertaining to this area* It appears that the matter 
of active participation frequently has bmm either ignored or evidently 
thought to foe m  Inherent characteristic of tneMbership* There are also 
those cases where the author used the term "participation*"* while In 
reality referring to membership* in either ease* the need for a clear 
differentiation between these terms will become apparent later in this
study when an analysis of the research findings is undertaken. It is 
sufficient to indicate at this point that the term "^ gsaaifoership** ha© 
reference to a state of being, while the term "participation" has a 
dynamic connotation and implies a state of action* this basic discino­
tion would appear to he both useful and necessary In an analysis of 
voluntary membership, for Just m  the possession of m library card does 
not guarantee the use of books on the part of the owner, neither does 
the possession of a membership card guarantee that its holder is active 
as a participant in a volunteer association* The distinction between 
membership and participation not only afforded the opportunity to dis­
cover the respondents* stated reasons for participation or non* part i cl - 
patIon, but afforded various opportunities for comparison with several 
other relevant social factors*
Knowledge of the problem Is also important because an objective 
and accurate analysis on one social agency or institution throws light 
not only on those agencies to which it is related* but on the life of 
the times m  well.
Scope and purpose of the study* Generally speaking* this study 
has maintained a socle*psychological approach when focusing on the 
problem of determining if the Twenty-eighth Avenue f.W.C#A. Center is 
meeting the wishes of its members* It has been indicated previously 
that the research was limited in scope to a study of one particular 
¥*w»C*A« Center* The research was further limited basically to a study 
of the attitudes of a randomly selected group of y.w.C*A. Center members
Ths research focused mt  only upon the central problem of concern 
m  such, hut also attempted to gain insight into those less conspicuous- 
areas which, in the final analysis, would have a direct bearing on the
central issue. It was attempted to ascertain respondents* attitudes 
toward certain selected aspects of their Y,w.C»A« Center* since knowl­
edge of attitudes— o£ finding out ehy a person feels as he dose— can, 
at times* be of as rmsch significance as the determination of affirmative 
or negative responses to a particular question. In order to remedy or 
improve a situation, It becomes of great importance to ascertain the 
attitudes of those people involved, ilhlie questions of the structured 
variety (i.e., the eliciting of predetermined answers and the ?*yesfT 
and hnof' type responses) may be easier to tabulate and analyse* m  
well as being possibly more "accurate” t h m  those questions of the 
unstructured variety— because of the greater chance of subjectivity 
in analyzing data which occurs in the later Instance**it was hoped that 
some knowledge of prevailing attitudes of members toward their "/.w.c.A. 
Center would provide more depth to the study and make possible a more 
complete analysis of the findings* In order to combine both a certain 
amount of depth with the desired accuracy, many of the quest ions wrnm 
so constructed m  m  elicit first a negative or positive response and 
then -have the respondent explain her reasons for the answer.
Order of presentation* Following this Initial chapter, the
■ 0
report of this research project is presented under three main headings, 
flwo of the chapters are concerned with methodology and conelustone* and
7the other chapter is concerned with accomplishing the purposes of the 
study as previously indicated*
Chapter II, entitled HSTHGi&UXff OF t m  STUDY* is organised into 
four basic partsi prior research, of significance for the study, theo­
retical frMMwovk, research execution, and selected characteristics of 
the sampled population# the section on research execution has been 
broken down into four euh*toplcet construction of the schedule, pre­
testing of tit® schedule* sampling procedures, and instruction of the 
interviewers, The section pertaining to selected characteristics of 
the sampled population has been broken down into various sub-topics 
tod includes certain personal characteristics of the respondents such 
.as race, sex, age, marital status,, residence, etc*, to mil m  an 
Indication of tm  degree of membership in other voluntary organisations* 
Chapter III, entitled FXHdBKJS OF THE STUDY, contains findings 
regarding the attitudes of the respondents toward various aspects of 
their ?*w«c*A* Center. The chapter is divided into seven basic parts.
The first section indicates reasons given by the respondents for joining 
the F.U'.C.A, tod h m  been broken down into various sub-topics in an 
effort to indicate the degree to which such factors as age, marital 
status, length of Y.W.C.A* raamberkhlp* etc. may be associated with 
different perceptions of respondeat®. The next section deals with the 
extent tod nature of Y.w.e.A. uMtatMuratkip and Is broken down Into 
various sub-topics including awareness of activities* interest displayed 
in ir,K,C*A* volunteer activities, and degree of participation, lit# 
third section Is concerned with the effect of atembership on personal
qualities of the respondents and is broken down into t m  sub-topic si 
development of leadership abilities tod development ol new interests.
The fourth section concerns Itself with the physical plant by indicating 
the affect of thm location of tho Center m  participation and. by dealing 
with the adequacy of the building space and equipment* live use of 
recreational facilities and respondents* suggestions pertaining to 
recreational and group activities are discussed under the topic of 
recreational aspects* Participation in v.y.c.A. educational groups, 
degree of satisfaction with educational instruction, and educational 
classes or groups desired by thm members are discussed under the topic 
of educational aspects, the seventh and final main section of this 
chapter— religious aspects— includes sub-topics such as Y.w.e.A, success 
in contributing to spiritual growth, Y.W,C*A* success in developing a 
feeling of brotherhood in the community* desirability of an educational 
course on the Christian tod other religions, -and the relationship 
between the v.Y.C.A. and the churches In the o&mmlty*
The final chapter includes a section relating a summary of the 
study, as well as a section dealing with the conclusions*
CHA FEU II
mtvtOiWhOGK of tm stum
This chapter deals with the methodology tod techniques used in 
the research project. The chapter is organised into four basic partst 
prior research of significance for the study, theoretical framework* 
research execution, tod selected characteristics of the sampled popu­
lation* llic section on research execution has bean broken down into 
four sub-topless construction of the schedule, pre-testing of the 
schedule, sampling procedures, and Instruction of the interviewers.
The section pertaining to selected characteristics of the sampled popu­
lation has been broken down Into various sub-topics tod includes cer­
tain personal characteristics of the respondents such m  race* ©ex, age, 
marital status, residence* etc,, m  well as to indication of the degree 
of membership in other voluntary organisations*
i. pal-on agsEA&ai of significance for the s w m
It aeons clear that a report could be simple to write, since it 
is merely an exposition of the question asked, the techniques used 
to answer it, tod the answers which were finally developed* Actu­
ally, It is rarely so. Instead, the entire research grows in many 
directions* 3<%se parts of the research design must be changed, 
wit lie others will be dropped. Many more facts seem to be needed 
than was originally supposed and many questions turn out not to 
have any simple answers. Neither positive nor negative, many of 
our anawara tawat be placed in the “doubtful" category. Nevertheless, 
even a research project which hm  errors in It taay be useful for 
other investigators, since It will warn them of dangers which might 
m  avoided by additional thought*I
I'William J* Ooode tod u m l k* Hatt, ;iefchods in  Social Research 
(New Yorks J'teGraw-Hlll Book Company, Inc*,nf55STT P* 359*
1.0
Tha pTm.mUng paragraph auceinc&ly indicates the necessity of
familiarity with previous research into a given area before attempting 
■a research project in a related area. Since a distinction between 
membership and partleipetion has been made, it can be pointed out that 
few previous studies have particularly emphasised this point in their 
frame of reference* even though there is m  apparent lack of
research relating directly to this study, certain character1stits of the 
Y.w.C.A. typlify ether voluntary organisations* Therefore, background 
studios of related data will be briefly considered,
earner Identified m d  analysed 357 associations in Yankee City,
2a small Maw England community with a population of some 17,000* SSe 
found that eomeehet more then twcMflftba of the members -belonged to 
large associations comprising less than om^tmtth of the assocIatIons, 
while numerous small and mediums! red .groups accounted for the balance 
of the seeders* Hamer and his associates then analyzed each assoc I • 
at Ion by class, age, aea** and ethnic and religious affiliation* It was 
found that os the. class rank increased, the proportion of its members 
who belonged to aeaoeiatiofte also increased; and as the position of a 
class, decreased the percentage of those who belonged to associations 
also decreased* They Indicated that most frequently the association is 
a steiecure composed only of adults, m d  that male adult associations 
were most numerous* Membership in aasoc 1st ions m m  found among all 
ethnic groups, although there were those instances of ^closed” associ*
**■
’■'w, iioyd Warner a**i Haul 3* Umfc, The oclql Life, oi a ^todarn
C-OHtaunlty (hew Haven: Yale diversity Presss I'^TT^chMpter 16
nat I on® where member* mere drawn entirely from a Slagle ethnic group,
the authors noted that younger generation® of ethnic® tended to join
associations which were not closed to ail but one atbale group, this
appeared to be art effective device for moving more quickly into the
social life of the total community* Aa indicated later in tfee present
study* some of the Negro respondents mentioned that membership In the
y*W,C#A* is an advantage for their race since they felt it helps reduce
ethnic barriers*
A similar study made in Janesville* m town of about 10*000 near
Chicago* revealed 133 adult organisations and forty-throe Juvenile 
3groups* this study revealed that associations! membership m m  greater 
among people of the upper-classes m d  decreased on the way down the 
class hierarchy. This finding was substantiated In the present study* 
since it was found that members classified in ,:white-collar**' categories 
showed a higher incidence of voluntary Associations! membership than 
those respondents classified in "blue-collar” categories.
In. Souldcr* Colorado* a city of about 13*000* Justice found 268 
formally organised groups for adults, or one for every sixty-five adult
i
inhabitants of the community* He found that nearly one-half of the 
adult population (43 per cent) either did not belong to any organised
group or belonged to a church only, At this point the findings of the
3
«*♦ Lloyd Warner and others* .Democracy In Jonesvllie (view York* 
Harper and 3rothers, 1949), chapter 3,
4
Frederick A* Bushee, ’’Social Organisation in a Small City,15 
American journal of Sociology* LI (November, 1945), pp, 217-26,
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present study are almost identical since, mmbmmbl^ In
church organisations and the v*w*c*A«, thirty«€ec* <47*4 per cent) 
of the respondents balcmiod to- as fortsal voluntary associations* Busim® 
found a&ncttt jfiw tinea e» eapy clubs for wmmm. m  for m®»* and aote4 
that they attended awre frequently than eea* Ifa further indicated that 
attendance ir- these oraani sat ions averaged SI *4 par cant* It «•» found 
that thm Itinehacn clufes had the highest attendance record CSS par cent), 
vhi le the fraternal organisations had tha lowest attendance record 
(33 pmv cant}* the author concluded that a large percentage of the
peculation probably lacked adeqoate social Ilf#*
h study by ANftlred ©€ group participation in Octroit, based on a 
easaple of 749 person®, revealed that slxty~fchree par cant belonged to
one m  more organisations other than m church m%$ showed that seventeen
5per cent were *ie«£>ers only of a church* Axelrod noted that the extant 
of resiberahip in fomal groups m m  found to vary according to the sou to* 
economic status* Higher status Cbased upon occupation, cducati#**, and 
Incone) was associated with not only a greater probability of ne^abershlp, 
but also of greater active participation* this conclusion did not con* 
fliet with the findings of the present study* Bimm It was found that 
33*3 per cent of the respondents classified in the :iwhlte*eellar,J' 
categery w §  active Mhbera (l»e«» participants)* as opposed to 11.9 
per cent of tli-e respondents classif ied lb the *%lu»~eel lar* category* 
Axelrod concluded that a I m g ®  proportion of the population were
5 -orris Axelrod, t!Ur ban structure and uectsl l#«  tie I pat ion,” 
foagriban boelolp&lesl geviey* :.<3I f sftruary, I9$b), pp. 13*13.
13
aHfcstbsrs of toT-ml organisations, although not many wre active*
Bell and -erca also noted that knowledge of core number of 
memberships did not; give adequate information regarding the amount of
participation in formal associations since the frequency of attendance
A
at met!ngs may he at a minisnuRn'' These authors found evidence support* 
lag the finding® of the studies taentioaeti previously in this study* It 
wm found that people living in the high economic status neighborhoods 
belonged to the greater number of associations and attended more fre* 
quently than those parsons living in low economic status neighborhoods.
It was reported that individual family status eharaeteristies within 
each of the neighborhoods, such m  marital stages, age of children, 
employment status of wife, etc., showed no consistent relationship to 
formal associations! participation. In the present study, however, it 
w m  found that some of these individual family status characteristics did 
have a relationship to forma! as&ociatioaal participation. Some of 
those findings will be indicated in chapter III* Hell and Force 
noted that the relationship between age and associations! participation 
depended upon economic level. Although in the high economic status 
neighborhoods the percentage of frequent attendere increased #ith 
increasing age, the low ee<moniic status neighborhoods tended to follow 
a pattern whereby the older aged person® became the most isolated.
As will bo Indicated later in the present study, the writer could
^Wendell Beil and .'iaryatme T. Force, {9 Urban neighborhood Types 
and Participation In Formal Associations*” American Sociological Review, 
XXI (February, 1936), pp. 25*34. — — —
mtmttmim m- significant differences with respect to thla particular 
point* However, it must be kept in mi ml that this study m &  concerned
with people who were already members la at least &m  formal association 
*~the f s e l l  aatd Fovea dealt with a sampled population 
that was not selected froci a membership roster* Ihe authors than 
Indicated the iinportanos of having knowledge of the economic ehar* 
se tor I sties of the neighborhood population m  a unit since this may be 
so important indicator of the economic reference group for those 
living in the neighborhood, and " * • * may define a set of general
societal expectations with respect to assoc1attonal behavior of the
7
residents** This .point has boon .Indicated later in this chapter under 
eh® sectI on antIt lad "Selected Characteristics of the Sampled Pop- 
ulotion*"
An article by Wright and Hyman on membership on voluntary 
associations rewaled that, as shown by a notional survey and certain
local surveys ass well, such associations h a w  m limited place in this
s.
country today* the authors noted that noticeable differences were 
evident in the extent of participation, with respect to such factors as 
economic status, rural or urban residence, interest In public affairs, 
voting behavior, and support of local charities# the major findings 
ere listed on the Collowing page in .abbreviated form* la each ease, the 
major source of data, that is, national or local survey, is indie#tod
7Ibid., p. 34.
il
'■'Charles &• Wright and Herbert II* Hyman, "Voluntary Association 
Mantoerehipm of American Adults* Evidence from national sample Surveys, *? 
■Aasrican Socle,logical Review* XXIil {June, IfSS), pp. Z&4*94.
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i a pare n t k ec na,
(!) Yoltsitary association awwabership is not characteristic of 
th# majority of Americana C^stionai)*
(2) A relatively swell percentage of Americans- belong to two m  
tmv® voluntary associations (national)*
(35 'ManN?r*M * Is more charactertstle of the whit# then Megre 
popular 1 on (hatIanal)*
(A) Hersther-sUi p I *wr* characteristic of Jewish than Protestant 
per&ene, end of XTot&^tmt %hm Catholics (itetlonetK
(3) ^mberohlp is oiroetly related to aecioHMMMMMSe status,
m  ?:mmxir®d by level of inearae, occupati on, home ownership* inter- 
viewer1© rating of level of living, ami education (Katianel)*
(6) fiembershlp t% mare ehemeterletle of erben mid rural non** 
fans residents than of rural £ m m  realdents* (datlonal)*
(?) T&mberahlp 4mm net appear to ha related to a variety of 
situational factors, for example, length of residence in the 
coscsunlty* length of reel donee at that same address, typo of 
dwelling unit, eoRtnuting- time m  wmk (Qmmr)*
(3) Hembership is related to family status * being higher far 
couples with children than without (Denver),
<£) *i*f4b«rafeip la accompanied by a greater interest in aeeh 
public affairs as- uaacgftioyinent jKrehlefas, city planil ig, and nubile 
school® (Denver)*
(10) itembership is associated with voting in areal dant 1*1, 
Congressional, m d  local elections (Denver)*
(it) «.tnbership Is associated with support for local charities 
(Denver )»9
In another study of: the group participations of urban people,
Dotson confirmed other studies when he comPMmd that formal voluntary
associations are relatively unimportant m a source o€ social contact
to
for moat urb#i Africans in the lower iaecxee ea&egeriea* ■
in om  of the aoat quoted stadias of social participation,
S^arovsky found that a largo proportion of 2,223 residents of flaw 
York City had no organ!ted group affiliation* except for church
p .  294 .
j ^
-layd Dotem* HPatterns of Voluntary Associations among Working 
Claes families, **&a^lean ^logical .lev law* xvi (October» 1931),pp0 &87*9%* v^v-ut-^r, «*.*******«»
utaambarship* ** About three'»£i£th$ o£ the tsale manual workers» o*se~hal£ 
of the white-collar employees, ono*thjed of tho feuslftsea men, and ana* 
fifth of the professionals were without foftaal group affiliations*
Among tho females, almost nineteenths of the dirking class women, two* 
thirds of the white-collar pooplo* one*hal£ of fcheae engaged In butnaas, 
twflffehs of the nurses and on£'»six&h of the professionals had no 
assoc; S a t I mml connect1 m s  *
That the majority of cltiaoaa remain completely caitslda the 
stmm® of organised social life is algal f-t east hot its iaplieattiKis,
also, require m more raft mad study* The frequent assumption that 
the iiocwpartleipanfta are necessarily "isolated,” "rootless,*- "barred 
from complete realisation of personalt ty" need# to he exaained.
Indeed it may b% supposed that mm? social and recreational -organ*
IsatIona In the city recruit their membership largely from those 
who are, in fact, Isolated m i  lonely and who seek satisfactions 
Which other seg&onta of the population find tmm Cully in 
imd social relations. of m neighborhood, a gang* or a strong family 
unit. Similarly, re cannot asaim that *-b@rs of cultural asaocl* 
miens- are naeeaaasrily better informed or mors interested In sc if* 
cultivation* Some Interests fttay he pursued singly through individual 
utilisation of cultural resources of a cmxmmity* n<m»famhwr®hlp in 
other associations* however, m  doubt Implies that eastiana of -our 
population arc cut off from channels of p o m r , information, growth, 
and a aanae of participation in purposive social action*13
ii* mzmwncAL m m m m K
As previously Indicated9 the purpose of this study m s  to 
determine the degree to which the program at the 1Wenty*«ightH Avenue
Y»tr?«C»A* center Is faceting the wishes of the Center members* In order 
to accomplish this objective, It was necessary to gain knowledge of the
l l Mirra mtrovsky, ?,Tt*e Voluntary Associations of lirban 
Dwellers,M American Sociological Ecvtcw» XI 0&*H»aber, pp« 6§#*§S*.
U IMd., p. 693.
attitudes of the member** It appeared that the empirical socio* 
psychological approach would be m meat fruitful means by which it would 
be possible to discover the members* attitudes * In this approach, 
Individuals ar® sickly asked What their opinion* are on certain 
matters. Although this approach is subjective In nature, it is also
objective! the evaluation*! judgments may fee compared for re11ability
13among various group® of people, and compared over a period of time*
Attitudes -may be defined as a ** * • * determining tendency, or
•set* which predisposes a person to be have in certain ways toward
14spec!fie objects #r values•“ An opinion Is a verbalised attitude*
M  opi.nlmt is usually thought to be a less static concept than attitude 
that Is, less strongly adhered to and less difficult to infer* A l ­
though opinions ** * * * cannot be: taken as direct exhibition or dee*
15
crl.ptIon of attitudes,” ' nevertheless, attitudes ere Inferred from 
or best known through the expressions of opinions by informants* 
^Wrthermore, as Merten apys, "Opinion shades into knowledge, which is 
only that part of opinion socially certified by particular criteria 
of evidence*
An attitude. Is generally made In accordance with some standard
13
Lawrence 0* ituwsee, The Occupational Structure end Education 
(Inglewood Cliffs, Mew Jersey 5. i^StlcS^lalT I S 1*I £ fib), p. 171*
14Herbert Bonner, Social iWychologvi An later41scipiInary 
(Mew forki American Book Coaqpany, 1933), p, 176,
15liigene i* Hartley and Bath E« Hartley, fundemetttgja of social 
(Hew Turks Alfred A* Knopf, Inc*, 19W'Tr"p* ‘*SW7
Vi
"Hubert ;<. Merten, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe,
Illinois; :lhe Free ftres#*
13
vhich is usually provided by zlm yroti|>fs norms* ass! is I * shared
frma of v* *«*ranee in  MKsmt&mm® wl fch which guidt their actteas,
17attitudes.» and belief#*** It is the normative order which la basic in 
tlit formation of attitude** It is m nm sm ry to bear In Hind that
attitudes art learned in  social~e«lrural sftuatleas*
&eaaleeki postulated that awry situation most be studied by the 
waaareher an It is by the Individual who is conations of
i t *  Cmtm loummm m  thm part of the Individual involves a degree of 
reflection or deliberation; cite conception which an a$tat reaeha® after 
hla deliberation has baart referred to as the ^definition of the situ»
to
atirn.w ■ Z n m lm k l indieat&d that thaw arc t w  types of situational
definitions* CM# type of definition results following thm actor*a 
reflection while ha Is In the actuaI situation anil, consequently, it is 
an integral part of the actor1 ^ action In that situation. This type 
referred to by M m im M  m  ^realistic attitudes*” can be studied only 
In the actions of the agent in that slcoafiiosu the second type of 
definition* or "Ideational attitudes,” is that -which is symbolically 
expressed by the m tm  wfcm he is not anting In the situation to which
1?Poland J* X'*lie$rin» "Ths* Aehlavaitittafc of High statute# and 
haaderahip in the Small "Social ?pree.g» XX&tZZ (c&taber* HS3),
p* |2#
IIIr i& tim x  'inant m k l ,  cultural Sciences $ lhair Orijia and 
aphfr (Urbans* University of Illinois l^eas* Ifxl)* p* 242»
II
'■The theory of the ¥%fit£inf tloa of C M  situation** was first 
developed b« I* Thomas and siorian 2n*ntteki la the t*x 1 sb gg#sanf 
In  -^nfopo and ds^rlea (Chicago? tin i varsity ©£ Chieaao I^rcss, iWSTvTs
1.9
It refers*^
fwrseaal Intmtvimm  were used la this study to determine to what
extant the Y*M*c0A* Confer Is steering the wishes of the siegers* the
respondeat* s verbal atateoants eon be ine luded tmder the general concept
21
of attitude which in twm Is the spoken definitIon of the situation*' 
£naniectel stipulated that the expressed definitions rarely 
* « * * explicitly referred to situations which the tfeflaers themaaives
22
ere fee lag in the coarse of actions that they are performing at the time."
He indicated that generally they referred to situations which the definer 
bellaved he stlgttfc or would face in future actions (prospecti v@ defini­
tions) » to situations which the evaluator faced In past actions (retro* 
speetive 4«finitions}« or to situations which may refer to other people1© 
situations» present, past, or future (vicarious definitions)* the 
situational definitions or rIdeational attitudes* sought in this research 
pm$mt will he primarily of the retrospective type*
the agent's situational definition is strongly influenced by most 
of the values and Casts w . * . which m m  practically significant to him
mt the time and this original reflection noems- decisive for the later
23
course of the action*** In a personal interview, an expressed opinion 
or evaluation is assumed to be the person's attitude, regardless of his 
actual definition of the situation when answering the question, or of 
whether or not ha would actually abide by this verbal expression in am
20
Emanteefci, jgj>* o|£** P* 2fe0*
21
‘ L,.l, Thurstons* "Attitudes C m  do Measured*” African Journal of 
$QCiology* H m n  (January, 1928), pp, 529-54,
22 23
ftaaniecki, og* cIt,» p* 231 Ibid* * p* 244*
20
24action situation,
CnanlccM w o t e ;
Vihmmm verbally astpr eased definitions of situations, which have 
no direct bearing on present actions of their authors, can be In* 
vestlgeted for wbafc they are, without having to study the setions 
of those who are, were, or may bo actually involved in such sit*
nations#23
Briefly stated, the quotation above represent® what the author 
attempted to do la his effort to ascertain the degree to which the pro* 
gram at the twenty*©!ghfch avenue f.'WVC.A, Center under study is meeting 
the needs of the Center members*
tti* sbsearch s z m v tio #
ConstructIon of the schedule, ?®r a study of this nature and 
scope. It was decided that the moat adequate means of data collection
would 'be through use of the personal interview. Consequently, the 
construction of an adequate interview schedule became of importance*
In an attempt to minimise the tendency to ask irrelevant question®, as 
well as to stake certain the coverage of pertinent issues, the writer 
met on several occasions with local ¥,vi»c.A, leaders for the purpose of 
constructing art [.adequate Interview schedule. Choosing at random the 
name* of one hundred persons from the telephone book in the area, art 
interest survey conducted m m  the telephone also facilitated the 
construction of the interview schedule.
Cine© it is usually unwise for an interview of this nature to 
QKternd much beyond one-half hour, it was necessary to limit the length
24 25
Ibid,, p. 251 * JXbid,, p, 260,
21
and scope of the schedule only to those Items considered pertinent to 
the question at head. la order to obtain more depth to the study, both 
structured and unstructured questions were used. After several assetlugs 
it was decided that m  adequate schedule had been formulated* (A copy of 
the Interview schedule appears in the appendix of this study)*
Pre-testInn of the schedule. In a further attempt to construct» n»n>i —iXWnilHiM»i#|iHi MirflWiwftnfr *«»M> i *.,i»'niMl ■>» wnwmnWKwfi^i^ »|MHi«.i)i *
an adequate Interview schedule and to select pertinent Items for use 
in the final schedule* a pre-test was completed using ten Y.W.C.A. Center 
Club -members as respondents* This also made it possible to determine if 
the questions were phrased In such a manner as to be meaningful to the 
respondents, and to determine whether or not It was of proper length.
It was found that only several minor items were changed and only 
one question eliminated as a result of the pre-test* This fortunate 
situation was understandable since not only had a great deal of care 
been exercised in the formulation of the interview schedule* but the 
schedule was constructed In conjunction with those persons— V.W.C.A. 
leadera— moat familiar with th© T.W.C.A. and its activities.
SampiIm  procedures* It wee decided that the population sample 
of this investigation would fee composed of one hundred randomly selected 
Y.&.C.A. Center member*. M  the time of the selection of the sample* 
the membership of the Y.W.C.A. Center was 54d after excluding those few 
persona who* for reasons such m  having moved out of town, etc., would 
not have been possible to interview personally*
On the basis of the limited Information shown on the membership
22
cards* the author decided that a stratified random sample based upon 
age would hm the best method of selecting respondents for this research 
project:« The «ne*sife*Mr»hlp cants Iadtested six age breakdowns: 12*16*
i7*24, 25*29, 30*34, 33*59, and ever 60* As shown in Table I, m count 
of the total saembera in each age category revealed the following infer* 
motions ninety~aine members from ages 11*16, ten members from ages l?» 
24, thirty**lx immhmt® from M g m  25*19, thirty*three members from ages 
30*34, 330 members from ages 35*59, end forty members over the age of 60. 
thus it turned out that the children Cages 12*16} composed 13*1 per cent 
of the total mecgaership* members from ages 17*14 composed 1*3 per cent, 
those from ages 25*29 composed 6.6 per cant, members from ages 30*34 
composed 6 p m  cent, those from ages 35*59 composed SO.2 per cent, 
and people aged 60 and over composed 7*3 per cent of the total Center 
membership*, since the stratified random sample was to contain one 
hundred persons, It became evident that eighteen children should be 
interviewed, two between the ages of 17*24, seven between the agea of 
25*29, six between the ages of 30*34* sixty between the ages of 35*59, 
and seven adults aged 60 and over should be included la the sample*
A total of etghty*six out of the desired one hundred interviews 
m m  successfully completed* All of those 'between the ages of 17 © d  
29 were interviewed, four of the children were not Inter viewed, and 
one wee not completed for the age group 30*34 as well as for age 60 
and over* Out of the desired sixty respondents for age group 35*39, 
fifty*two Interviews m m ®  successfully completed* In an attempt to
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gain some understanding Into m y  bias created in the sample as A result 
of the failure to obtain. the desired one hundred interviews, ii will 
be noted that while m e  adult was in iba tias,pli#lg and m e  or two 
others had moved h^a town, the majority of those remaining adults 
who refused to cooperate Indleatttd that ■« . . , I do not attend enough 
to hum what's going on*- s&m of these had never been in the y.w«c*a* 
Center |, ans! several others Indicated Si had been two or three years 
siaee they had participated in any activities at the Center*
After the neeass of the one hundred members selected for inter* 
vledat bed been chosen» a brief "letter of appeal*' was sent to cash 
person indicating the nature of the study, who was sanctioning the 
study, and the reasons for the study. (A copy of the totter 1$ re- 
produced to the append la of thin study}» It further indicated 
that they would he contacted by telephone la order to arrange a suitable 
time and place for the interview* Alt respondents ware told that per* 
sons I informant io?s about them would not be made- public and received a 
guarantee of anonymity*
of the. Interviewers* Since the interview is the
data-ga&herlog phase* it is on© of the most Important aspects of social 
research* Because of this, the writer mat with the seven Interviewers 
assisting in this research project in order m  mention seme of the more 
important aspects of interviewing# it was unnecessary, for the most 
part, to spend a great, deal of time on this phase of the research pro­
ject since most of the interviewers had prior experience in interview*
lag# ifcpwever* m  a rgvlew, it m m  pointed out that it was %hm responds!
who wts of importance in this situation and that it mm the purpose of 
this study to gain knowledge of their attitudes# The importance of 
establishing rapport with the respondents was also mentioned# It %ms 
indicated that this could bo. developed not only through warmth and 
friendliness* hut also by creating a situation whereby the respondent 
would feel that ha is engaged with the interviewer in a mutual effort 
that would ha advantageous to both* It mm also mentioned that# during 
research of this type* the focus of the interview would be upon those 
things which would be mom Important to the respondent— the feelings* 
attitudes* and Ideas of the respondent himself*
'Hie importance of accurate recording of responses during the 
interview was especially emphasised, since It would be of little value 
to m m  a great deal of time m &  effort In a research project only to 
have it partially or completely nullified because of incomplete or 
inaccurate recording of responses# The method of closing the interview 
was also mentioned' m  an Impmt&nt aspect of the interview* since the 
good relations which the Interviewer develops could have as affect upon 
the success of future research in the area*
IT* SSLSCtli) eilMACfgRISTICS 0T THE SAM* *X0 POHIIAnoa
It can be noted at this time that the information gained from 
the fourteen children was* for the most part* quite similar to that 
gained from the adults* vnenaver significant differences in responses
are found# ate#.* the author will make mention of this; however* unless
Motherwise Indicated* this thesis will deal mlf with thm e&tlCodes m 4  
to tit* .gut!i#sr#4 on the a#v«nty*two adult re&fmdenta*
thla section will rmt mlf i m V M m  mwtmin persona1 character* 
i m i m  of the respondents euefe as race* §«, age* marital status, 
residence* etc.s but will also Indicate the degree of membership in 
oti«er milweary organisestona* It was felt that know-ladat of the 
respondent©* voluntary memberships in other formal organisations would 
■ha of significance for this study since this would offer an opportunity* 
to m«fee certain cospar lams that could prove valuable during the inter* 
pratatlon of the finding** For eaample, IB it Is discovered that inter­
est In Y*m*€ * A* Center activities Is not groat * one might tend to place 
Immediate fault on the organisation Itself, without first considering 
other relovaac factors. However, if it Is discovered that the respond* 
ants also indicate a lae.k of interest In other formal voluntary assoc!* 
at ions* it becomes apparent that further explanation is necessary. This 
section contains- data pertaining to selected characteristics of the 
sampled population in order to provide some background materia! that 
might aid in. the understanding of the findings and Interpretations of 
this study*
tace* With the m m ^ption of two white reainmdenfce* the entire 
sampled population 'was composed of Negroes* Ntlthar whit# respondent 
indicated activity as a volunteer m  participant in the Y.w.c.A* Center 
program*
$gg|* Although there were a fa* a a  listed as associate meters
on the records, this study was concerned only with the attitudes of the 
female member 5, so all of the respondents in the scrap led population 
were women*
Age* Aa previously indicated, respondents were selected by 
.mans o£ a stratified random sample baaed upon age. Included in the 
sample were fourteen children (aged twelve through sixteen), two between 
tli# ages of seventeen and twenty-four, seven between the ages of twenty- 
five and twenty-nine, five between the ages of thirty and thirty-four, 
fifty-two between the ages of thirty-five and fifty-nine, and six over 
the age of sixty.
Marital Status * fifty of the respondents were married, three 
were single, fourteen were widowed, and five were divorced. Mona of the 
respondents indicated they were separated. It was found that twenty- 
five respondents had children under the age of nineteen* Of this group,
the mean average number of children pat family was 2.3.
Mas1dance, the author was informed by Y.w.c.A. officials that 
it baa been the intent of the Twenty-eighth Avenue Center directors to 
serve the general area bounded by Ames Street on the north to Cuming on 
the south, and from Sixteenth street on the east to Thirty-seventh 
Street on the west* Upon checking addresses against census tract areas, 
it was found that the great majority of the sampled population were 
residents of this general area. As indicated in Figure 1, with the
exception of ten adult members, the sample was composed of persons
residing In this area which is usually referred to as "the Mear Forth
i j c;
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Side*** Li'k& other larger ©itlas j& & has its fim residential districts 
as will as some m&&s in which living conditions leave much to be 
desired, the. ;Ssiir Sid€ Is such a ImMim.. m 4  h m  b  iy been
considered a problem area* Soar housing, tow frilly incomes, deli a*
^uen&y* etc*, urc often associated with t M s  p m t  off cttahe*
Mucatfon y d  irtepme* since a majority off the s
{ffarty«aewaft) m $ i M  in e m m m  treets % m $ eleven* m 4  twelve* ® m m  
comparisons with city iwareges show id give gome Insight lata
the .feint! off m m  ehlah served m  the m m h  ®mm« off
the total population of cimfee in ifegre C2$«IS$K C® this figure,
20*729 .^gro^s live. In the Seer &ettb Side A® ahoim  is table
llf «aeh c m m m  tract in the area nhmm. a lower aadian feai iy I morse 
anti lower median ranfte* of school years completed* the median family 
itmmm for Omaha according to the I960 Census Report wee $6,315, while 
the median mraber of school year eompletad <for ptfsms twaaty^five 
yeare old aad over) was 12*0* "Hie m d i m  family income for census 
tract#* ten* eleven, and twelve was f%*32% $3*M£.t and $2,902* teepee^ 
tively* the median nuaber off m k m t  years eoapiefced wee 10*0* 8*9* m £  
9.2* respectively* tbe-ae figures are indicative of the general stand* 
m d  of living of this area* which ie generally eenaidered to he the 
leant dasimb la section of Ossaha*
, etattte of gfl ge&poady&a, rorty*dn« of the seventy* 
two female respondents indicated they work out side the home* ©s»nfey* 
seven, off theea Indicated they are alloyed' during ♦♦regular daytitae
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hours»w seven indicated ♦♦Irregular hour^! and seven are employed at
night*
Occupational category* As shown in Table III, the occupations 
of the members* husbands leaned greatly toward being of thm ^blue- 
collar** variety. (In those, cases where the woman was divorced* single, 
or widowed* and indicated she was working, her occupation was included 
In this data). There were only nine occupations which were considered 
to be either professional car semi-professional * There were four persons 
in occupations that were clearly professional2 one doctor, one sixth- 
grade teacher, one minister, and a lawyer* In addition, there were 
five persons In occupations which ware considered semi-professional: 
one musician, one pharmacist, a mortician, a funeral home director, and 
an educational therapist. Tight people had occupations which were 
considered to be in the ♦♦proprietors, managers, or officials51 category: 
one was in real ©state, one was a building inspector, another was a 
project manager, two were building contractors* there was a service 
station operator, a tavern operator, and an electrical contractor*
Titer© was one person who was considered in the category of ^clerical and 
sales workerst; and this person was a storekeeper.
occupations considered under the category of "craftsman, skilled 
and kindred workers” were as follows: one barber, one printer, a metal 
worker, two tailors, a crane operator, two bartenders, one police 
officer,, two members of the military service, one baker, two practical 
nurses, and a cabinet maker, Thus, a total of fifteen perions ware in 
this classification* Jobs considered under the classification of
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"operatives, unskilled* and kindred workers" mre mmt heavily 
represented in the sampled population, twenty*seven out of. the sixty
occupations listed ©an he considered in this category# the jobs 
were m  followst & storage mover* four waiters., two waitresses*three
porters, four janitors, one parking lot attendant, seven laborers, two 
people la the catering service, two mal ds, and one- dietary aid. Mo 
occupational categories were given to twelve mes*bers, since these 
respondents were retired. The prevalence of low status category jobs 
indicated in the sampled population reflected the general lack of 
education and lower incomes common to the area#
length of ■membership, Only twenty-two of the respondent* hadinMiTuin»i>*fiei'>HpMir. -rimnf- rifniHnii.j—ir mi V ifim- *  *  t,
been a member of the Y.W.C.A. for nine years or less. twenty*seven had
been members for twenty years or more, while nine of these respondents
Indicated they had been Y.w.C.A* members for thirty years or more* 
the median average length of membership In the Y#W*€#.A. was 13*3 years. 
This figure was supported by the fact that only fourteen of the seventy 
two respondents in a stratified random sample based upon age were under 
age thirty*five*
Membershi p> in other formal voluntary associations* Fifty-eight 
adults Indicated they also belonged to other fariseI groups when member*
ship in a church organisation was Included. However, excluding member­
ship In both the Y.W.C.A* and church organ!.satloos, thirty-eight <32.8 
per cent.) out of the seventy-two adults Indicated that they belonged to 
formal voluntary associations. As shown in table r/, fifteen belonged
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to mm t w m t voluntary association* fifteen belonged to two organ* 
tm fc im m * sise belonged to three erganlsaftlone* om  belonged to four 
orgtoisiat lofts* tod toa feeltoged to eix organisation#» Beeluding 
tMtberehip In both the XX*Q«A* tod oHorch rn g m i^m tim w * the mean 
average number of mmfo&mhips. fm  t!imm respondents who belonged to 
other formal asaoeiatione was 1*9* % a t %  « s  lading aambership In both 
th* r*w.c*A* « J  chtvreh oggara&to lease.» the m a t  average nu&ber of 
iMberehipa for all seventy-two adult reej*%idea&a tae* 1*0*
During the reran! nder of this theela, the average number of 
mari&erehipa toowr* for the respondents In formal veleatery associations 
will preelude both tod ehtsreh Mabershlpo* $at*o» ofehearvioa
Indicated* Mien referring to f*tho mmrsgm nwMmr M  metabershipa*** this 
thesis will hm dealing with the tmtm average number of taas&er ships for 
all adult reaptodeata*
j^a ajgffjj yaberohig in. foragl voluntary association* Sight <5?* 1 
par cant) tot of the fourteen adult members aged seventeen through 
thirty*four indicated a&^&ership In other organ I sat Ions.# three belonged 
to one organ! sat ion* th r m  he longed to two organisations* and two 
belonged to three organisations* Tim m m  avarice was 1*1#
Thirty (51*1 .par teat) out of the fi£ty-»slght -aietabera egad thirty- 
five, tod over indicated agnbarahlp in other organisations* twelve 
belonged to one orgeat eat ion* twelve belonged to two orgtoi nation#* 
i m t  belonged to thro# organ!eat 1 oas * toe belonged to four organisations* 
tod to© belonged to si* organ!eatlone« the m m  average was 1*0#
36
,%s shwm in  table IV, page 34* there no significant 
difference* with respect to age and membership In formal associations* 
although there uaa a alight eeadency for store of the younger aged ne&fbera 
to belong to these organisations*
$iati.tel ata&M end. nuaqj^sfrip i.n voluntary a&sociacio&s»
of the tt#enfcy-~w» mettached adult *m m n9 five C22.7 per cent) Indicated 
they belonged to other organl eat lone* IVo belonged to fc«e organlxations, 
end three belonged to m& organisation* 'Sic mean average was .5.
of the fifty married women* thirty-*thceo ($& m t  teat) indicated 
they belonged to ottier organ I tat ions* twelve belonged to one argent 
laacian, thirteen belonged to two organfeetlens* six longed to 
thro® <erganl set ions* one belonged to £ou t orgmiauMsione* and one belonged 
to B in organ! set Iona* 'Hie m a n  over ago was 1.3*
^  -shone in table tv, page 34, m t  only did a far greater par* 
centage of married f « n  belong to other organisations* but they joined 
mm® organ! tat ions as mil*
ilavlnf ohl.ldge i «g*dcr an®. nineteen and mmbarslii p in fottaal 
voluntary associations. Hffancy^one (44*7 per cant) out of the forty** 
seven respondents without children mvl#r age nineteen indicated aasaber* 
shlp in other cHrgaaiaationa. Slight belonged fee one organiaaglon# min# 
belonged to t%*o organ! cat lone, t b r m  belonged fee three organleations* and 
mm belonged to £om organ!eatiana* the m a n  average was *S.
:>ee*nteea (hd per emit} out of the t»MKtfey*five aeafetra with 
children under age nineteen indicated w a b a r a h i p  in ot'lier organ i m t  I one *
37
S€?sii belonged to one organisation, s!k belonged to two organisations, 
throe belonged to three organ!actions, m d  m m  belonged to si* organ* 
irations* The mean average was 1.4.
As shown in fable IV, page 34, a greater percentage of those 
neabers with children under age nineteen belonged to formal organ**
1rations, and they also joined more organisations at well*
®£P%o$mnt statue and ejgflfrershlp in formal voluntary associations* 
Eighteen CSS. I per ©ant) out of the thirty-one respondents not working 
outside the home indicated sweiberahip in other organisations* Eight 
b e l o v e d  to one organisation, four belonged to two organised one, four 
belonged to three organisations, one belonged to four organ!sations, and 
one belonged to si sc organisations* the ?m®n average wee 1*2.
twenty <43.8 per cent) out of the forty**#** respondents who do 
work outside the h m m  lnd.1 ca&ed membership in other organiaatlotks* Seven 
belonged to one organisation, eleven belonged to two organisations, and 
two belonged to three organisations* The -man average was *9.
Table v shows that not only did a greater fieireaatage of these 
respondents not eoployad outside the home belonged to other organisations, 
but they had & tendeney to join m m e  organisations an well*
oseupatIo&al, .claesiiicM i on and taestbcr ahip in formal Qrgaa- 
Ieations* Twelve (66*7 per cent) out o€ the eighteen respendeats 
classified as white-collar indicated iaensber&hip In other organ! tat ions* 
Four belonged to one organisation, five belonged to two organisations, 
one belonged to three organisations, one belonged to four organisations.
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and belonged to six organisations.* the nean average w m  1*5*
XWenty«three (54 *S per cent) out of the forty-two respondents 
classified as blue-collar Indicated membership la other organ!nations*
Tea belonged to om orgmligation, nine belonged to two organizations* 
and tour belonged to three orgeat eat lone, the m m  average was 1*0*
Of the twelve members who were either non*working widows or 
whose husbands were retired* three <2$ per cent) ladlooted numbership 
in otter organisations* One belonged to one organizations, one belonged 
to two organisations, and one belonged to three organizations* The 
m m  average was *5.
As shown in fable page 38, a greater percentage of white* 
collar memters belonged- to otter organisations as well as joined snore 
organ!.sat ions while proportionately fewer of those raaotbars who were 
retired belonged to otter organisations* Those members who were retired 
also showed the fewest average number of memberships In otter organisations.
ieqftfcb of awgdwrehlp In the y *ii*C..A* and membership In formal 
associations* As shown in fable tfl, seventeen (5A. 7 per cent) out of 
the thirty respondents who have bean Y.w.e.A. .aesnbers for tan years or 
less Indicated membership in otter organ! rat Ians* Seven belonged to one 
organisation, seven belonged to two organisations, mm  belonged to 
three organisations, On© belonged to four organisations, and one belonged 
to six organisations* The m a n  average was 1*1*
xwenty-ooe <S0 per cent) out of the forty-two respondents who 
have been yy^.C.A* mmbers for over ten years Indicated membership in 
letter organ.! sat Ions* Eight belonged to one organisation, eight belonged
40
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to two organisations* m d  five belonged to three organisations, The 
tmmi average was *9*
Aa show ia table ¥1» page 40* there were no great differences 
between length o£ memberahlp lit the- Y«tf *C Jt« and mamberehip la other 
formal voluntary organ!tations* although there was a tendency for more 
of the neuer members (who ware also likely to fee younger members! to 
belong to organisations m  moll as to join a greater number of organ* 
iee&iona*
t m m m  of participation la Y «w»C,«A» activities anil membership 
in formal organtgatlone. thirty (50,0 per tent) out of the sixty 
inactive members indicated membership in other organ! rati one, Fourteen 
belonged to mm  organisation? eleven belonged to two organisations, and 
five km longed to three organisations* The mean average was *9*
Eight (66*7 per eent) out of the twelve active jsembers indicated 
membership In other organisations, One belonged to on© organ!satIon* 
four belonged to two organisations* one belonged to three organisations* 
m.m belonged to four organizations* and one belonged to sIk organisations, 
Hi© mean average was 1,3,
As show in fable VI* page 40* not mly ;did a greater percentage 
of active menders belong to other organisations* but they joined more 
organisations as well*
ciiAmm m  
m m : m  o- mm stum
This chapter contains finding© regarding the attitudes of the
respondents toward various aspects of their v.&.C .A. Center* The 
chapter is divided into seven basic parts. The first section indicates 
reasons given by the respondents for joining the- Y«w«c«A« end has been 
broken down into various sub-**topics in an effort to indicate the degree 
to which such factors m  age, marital statu®, length of Y.&.c.A* member­
ship, etc* *my be associated with different perceptions of respondents. 
The next section deals with the extant m4  nature of ¥*w ,€ * A* meaner ship 
and Is broken down into various sub-topics including awarenass of 
activities, interest displayed in Y*H,C*A« volunteer activities, and 
degree of participation* The third sectI cm la concerned with the affect 
of membership on persona1 qualities of the respondents and is broken 
down into two sub-topics % development of leadership abilities and 
development of w  interests, the fourth section concerns Itself with 
the physical plant by indicating the affect of the location of the Center 
on participation and by dealing with the adequacy of the building space 
atad equipment, the use of recreational facilities and respondents * 
suggestions pertaining to recreational and group activities are dis­
cussed under the topic of educational aspects. The save nth and final 
main section of this chapter— religious aspects**includes sub-topic© 
such as ¥.y,e.A, success In confer! but lag to spiritual growth, y»tt«c.A« 
success in developing a feeling of brotherhood in the ccsaauaity,
43
dosirs&fllty of m  educational emsrse m  thm Clwlmtm and other mlt* 
gloss* m d  the relet-lonalilp beteeea the Y,W»C«A» m d  the ohwsbas i n
the -tsmmffilty*
t. ran j o w t m  tfm y.K.cjk
As- tndleoted previously* it was the latent of this study to 
eocerteln impendent** mtitudm tmtased certain selected mpmttn of 
their Center in order to the degree to vitleh tho
Center program is meeting tlm needs (i«e»* wish©®) of the mashers•
Since the atady focused primarily upon tho etfcifeedes sad values of 
the Center tmmbm®» the roseereh findings were eoolyssd in sn attitude* 
value theoretical fraoew&rfe* it appeared that oost of ttm reeeons 
Sfjeeifted for joining «s*o‘ glvan in t e »  of fcha attitudes hold touerd 
certain voluos perceived by tbs members to be intrinsic and character**
I Stic of fcho ¥ *W.C*A* OTgmt&IS&loa*
Indicated by %|*g sailed papulation for loinlim tho ¥AJ,»€,A, 
la order to .g&r*8sg$& the reasons given by tho members for 
joining the f*y*€*A« in a taor® taeiiitagfol manner* it become necessary 
m  categorise tho reasons (attitudes) glvaa for jot a lag into what 
appeared to- ho logical value cmptmmm* It beem* o^idaat that five 
distinct value complemB m  noil m  a mismilmimim category eould bo 
inferred ! w  the raafMKftden&s* answers* ft® eatagorlee ore as follow i 
Cl) 4ttfcy*orie»fced# tfhleh Included those responses that referred to 
cofosttmlty duty* os veil os to t&e effect of one's owe* children on meeker* 
ships <1) ideo-llstic*gool*darleat«d* vhleh Imludsd responses mdh m
44
??I IIIced thft ideals of t h t and think it’s a nice organisation5*;
C3> aoeiabillty^orlanted* vhich 1 no listed those responses referring 
to fellowship, friendship, and ©canpaaianshlpj (4) social sfcafcisa*©rlent*d# 
nhioh included these responses implying membersh! p for certain ulterior
tm&imM* such m  good to be associated with the *Y,W m  ul  like
being a member of the *¥* , « * and it does***t hurt my husband*a busi­
ness, either**; (5) epee if i«d*aetivlty*ari<M*tedt which included those 
emneo&a that implied an interest in el esses or clubs offered at the 
Center; and <6> non~spaci £ i edUactl vi fcy~orl eated (mi m e 11 mmm& ) * 
which included response** each m  n . * * nethiag else to do * * • for 
saaethlng to do * * * because of being these value complexes
derived from the resjKut&ee of the adult subjects as reasons, for 
joining the y.kj*s*A* are shown In table VII*
m ty ^ a r im tm z f on* three members indicated directly that they 
joined the Y.M.C.A. because It was their ecsanualty duty* In the words 
of mm respondent, -I believe in supporting eowmmity activities * * * 
membership in the *Y* ie my casualty duty*” the affect of having 
children In Y.w.C.A* act! vi tits wm Indicated by tight people who 
indicated that their chiI4 x m  were iastrussemtal In having their pareafce 
join this organisation, fee person indicated that nt joined because 
my daughter participated in the WYW fsmt- . * ♦ they sort of work on 
parents» you know. ” .Another member indicated that "£ am a mttsber mainly 
because I want my children to be associated -with the Y*h?,€,A, m d want 
tfifs to have divans age of the program « . * I ca«*t expect thaw t© $©
43
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ga* Mmtsf respondents (twenty* two 
indicated they joined the V%W.C*A* boeauoo thay liked the 
Ideal© of the *¥s and thought it Mm a organisation#r Under
this admittedly vm&m aid hmmd m?m &am m B p m m s  auch m  '* . * * i 
liked twhiu: It otaod foie aid- liked Its principles aid thm people*
• * » I also b» 11 eve In fell# thing# thoy taach god practice*” C m  
pmwmti **X Joined the v.fcf.C *A* baeauoa it was a Christian
ia a tla n  aid hod a w orthw hile program * * * also baaaisa* of the world** 
«td» good I t  doe#** Another person replied?
I grow up In Y*w*c*A* olub# during agr childhood and tMKsaooa of
the vaiua received desire to aoc&inm* 1 was. a girl raavrvt lit 
my grade school and. high school days and appreciated the training 
from this Chari at i an organisation.
S op 1 ahll I ty~ar1 .apt at I mi # ciitmm. m m b ® m  fm\ztm\m$ friendships 
fei1sushi ps or corapmioasbip m  reasons for taking out sjombershlp in 
tfc* Y.W.C.&* (too lady remarked that aha had Joined the ?*u.€»A*
haoatawt tir * ** 1 wasi Interested I n,' a girls club for young working wocaan
and joined becauaa of tMa* It mm a way to moat good people and 
offered fellowship with nice girls with .good moral*Another 
suggested that * « » It provided a way of gMtisg people whan X mt@
m -m m m m t • • * X was looking for young friends of ny own aga*f;!
when asked if ttasy had enquired m y mm friends m  m direct 
raauit of their participation la Y»w,C*.A* getlvttleo., forty*-#**© CS8-.3 
par eant) of the adult fs»b#FS replied In the affirmative* thirty
4m!
tmmh&m ssmmrmd to this question* ?mtr persona qualified their 
negative r&mpmm by saying that they h«d not ^tended mmh, six parsons 
said that they had tsaoeri the other peopi# already slaos t*wr hud 
grown up in this area* and two others said they had net mode toy jun* 
friends* but had made now 4te$un$nt «$$&.&* fwn of the rt«.p©n4tnt» a aid 
that this partitolar y.w.cua* C&nmr i* & **eoi<i piss**** All tm & tm n  
ehlldren interviewed inidiea&«& they had ©ade s w  friend# ss a result 
of their y*yyC*A* eativiti&»'.
fhe results of the fotiaeted fetters a€ age, marital status, and 
eh-ildran eornpared with the extant of sow friendships developed to « 
result of {Mertitipetiaa in ¥*y»€*A* Oiu&#it oetlvitlea are sheim in 
fable VlIX* the fsetors of eeg&eyraeat #hatnn and occupational eatagory 
coeipared with the extent mi mm friendship® developed art shown in 
fable ££* pa&e 4f* the factors of length end nature of stambership in 
the V»W«C»A« compared with the- eatent of new friendship* daireiofaki m m  
mkmm In TObls Y* .page SO* An analysis of these three tables showed 
that it wm rm m likely t m  a ©ember to develop r«v? friendships at 
the ¥,w*C*A* Center if she wait a gterried mean without children* had 
b®#n a mamba# far ov#y tan y»*ref was an aetive lairtieipMiafc* and was 
in the
Social efcatt&*®rt rotation* Several other ©embers teptied e«*v*tHbi. .ngKW "wyfij'-any* ^aMiW ♦
tain oftartar ©etivea for poeatealag ¥•&»€*&« faMheyship* Ooa parson 
remarked, **n*e ¥*¥.c*A* is a Christ I an orsanli^tm with fine ideal*
* * * it*a good to have other people know that you are a aaaher of e-uoh
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mtm organisation*" Mother 1 chose husband w®b sel£*as»f>leyedt replied
that ** ♦ • * s enjoy galag dmm there . * * besides that * I make mmy 
contacts which doesn't hurt my husband*c business m y *  either#** Q m  
p®tmm mentioned that she had joined heeauee '•* * » . membership in the 
¥.*!!*€»A* |« &a advai&ag*
Spec.! €i cdHaefc j v| t y-orI&nt aM.Ph.» Ulmmn Mahers ®mpmm&4 
tm m m t  in  y*w*g*a# u lm m m  m  clubs as their far aettfiMp-#
secret indicated an interest in taking classes in eeseaiea, mming9 
m  k n i t t in g  m d crocheting; while others e&pressed m  interest la 
hook review Int#r&2sfc#*gro«ps. at# (Mfcer said* MX have always had the 
idea that I could Immn seraething there#** Mather parson thought that 
» * ♦ • it*e m  essential organ!eatl on for culture and re£tnem@ut for 
youth aid adults*♦» All hut one of the children Indicated that they 
joined the Y*w*e*A, because they had a personal interest in the youth 
pre^ jra®; and wanted to belong to a 1 *e.A* youth club* this on# child 
indicated aha joined her ciother wanted her to*
respondents Indicated that they joined the Y»^*€*A* because there ues 
nothing alee to do* or for soaathliffi; to do* the respondent indicated 
that 45 * * * there were not so- many things to go to when I use a child
» * • no ?«?a® three mentioned that they joined beeaoae t? * * * It was
something to do at the %% Still another replied!
1 joined, the ¥0!.€*A. because It was a plan# to go after 
school *or wmtmtlm% and wrnmMMrnmm* It w m  the only place 
to II# tifira there were m  ether recreational facilities » t m i *
51
float dee thmts !%» m t h m  woold allow m  to go there beeeue* It was 
o good place » . * she m i s t e d  me there*
s m m  ether peopI# aisnpiy indieeted that they w t  simmers 
be&totee .aofSKsoasa els# hed asked tb&n to join* several indicated that 
feliay ware asked by friends* *rui another indicated fchat ®be knew seea* 
one In ehunsk idie m m  a leader and had Nnpi asked fee join* several 
other members indteated a slightly different reason lor obtaining 
mastership In the ¥*W*C*A„ This view w m  hoot related by the person 
who «§t4| **x joined fceeeaee I. have friend# on the membership drive *
* * 1 join to keep them off ay heck*”
flagons I adleafced by selected sob^^rooips fo£ joining tfio y*tfyC.».A«
delves which people hove ere effected by certain personal 
characteristics* “."■or Instance, whether or not a person I© ia*rrl#d
or tingle * has children or doesn't have than, is a blue-collar or white* 
toiler worker* ate* saey have an effete on what he considers desirable 
or of value* aecause of this* the second teak of this section becomes 
one of analysing verlo.es ee^tetifce of the sampled population by control* 
ling certain selected variables m A  to ascertain the relation-
ship befeween the perceptions of respondents (who have ear feel n personal 
ebaraeterlsfeles I n cetsaea) with reference fee the reasons el ted for 
joining the v,tf,c*A.
SSsss. 21 saa» **&*&* Silas.* s i  sMlina sa sgasgg afcga
for f el.nl na the table xi shows the positive value^ocaplexes
derived from felt© responses of the edult raasibere ag reasons for joining
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tli® Y«&«C using the selected factors of sge9 iterifcal status and 
children* Although, for the moat part* a greater percentage of responses 
«wre considered to toe In the "idealisfcic*goal orientation^ category, It 
nee found that mmm of the fmm^m aged s*«mterii Cages seventeen through 
&hirty*four} Indicated this as a reason far joteiftg the Y»w»C«A* fhe 
youeger aged r M t e r n  -alto- g a v e  tuoro reasons vhleh * m m  classified in the 
M«oa*SfN«I£I®d^lKtIvtt3?•*ori«?lt«tto«,9 category*
Ifteot of esreleyseafc -ftatus occupational oafceaory m  reeseas 
&iven for joialnm the ¥*‘:*v«.A* fihle &1X shoes the positive value-
coraple&es derived from- the reeponees of the adult smokera m  demons 
for jolftlfsg the ¥*i«*e*A# using the- selected factors of a&pioymant status 
end occupational category* Only 2-*4 per coat of the employed masters 
Indicated m m m ®  uhleh \mxm classified la the SfuoeIa-l status-or leatsti onff 
category* eftlie none of the retired iMabera mentioned this as a reason 
for joining the vv*«€«A« Hie retired taastera and the employed 
respondents gave more m&mmm uhleh ® r e  classified in the ^idealistic* 
goal orientatloR1' category*
Effect of leaath aa4 nature of eastefship on reasons given for*<**&*■ ts i^* * tajn ^j*i<ijwrmiwte> im*>r‘fctuSe-f»>w»ixv n m «a »*»w»tom tmtom&m "t*»!*eNw»
.loinlnE the ¥»i**Q«&» tahlo XI It* page 56** shoes the positive value* 
eerapte&aa derived from the responses of the. adult »«efiter* m  reasons 
for Joining the ¥*y*c*A* using the selected fact cars of length and
mmmt® of t.vuc.a, imntershlft* It eaa found that a greater percentage
of inactive ifMbera than active master* gave raggKmaes triiieh m m  
classified in the ??4at.y*or lentatlon*< entcegorys the inactive masters
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Skim gave m m  anewere ^tich were ©les-stcied in the deal4atie«gaal 
orientation** eategory* dative also gave store respanaes which
m m  classified in the *iw!m*»fWlfiedH»ttlvifcy*orleafcaftion^ category*
n *  txrcit ahc nmznu of y.m*c*a* ^  ^ yisBt*
An mentioned in the first chapter* the dint!action between 
Resabershlp And participation hmom®B of significance during this section 
of the thesie* the term membership has been defined as having refer* 
enee to a state of being**©£ belonging* whii« the term participation 
has boon defined m  having a dynamic connotation m d  m  having refer* 
eace to a state of 'action* It appeared mmmmblm  to- assume that 
whether or not a person Attended regularly would be primarily dependent 
upon the degree to which the ?*m*€*a* Ccufiif w s  meeting their need©
* * * "needs* which w*r* viewed by the respondents in terms of their 
value system*. lienee it appeared that a knowledge of the degree of 
participation by the respendefsts would constitute a major index for 
deteralnieg the degree to which the ?,M*€*A* la **wAlwe*3Atia€ytng,f 
to its members* It is not to be mieeonstrued* however» that knowledge 
of a considerable task of e&lwwwiance would neoesserity mean a complete 
indifference to the **v»t we~£ol£ 11imenta** which this ¥*y*C.A. Center 
might he realieing'»*there could he a possibility that these merabers 
might, poaseae other values whioh would lie more Important to them and 
which were perhaps provided by other social agencies* lastly milieu,
■etc* the possibility that the member©* *h?alue~eatlafylag** experiences 
were being prevtded In a better or mere suitable manner by other social
agencies would a3U© temm to be included* ntma it appeared that "felt:
the tmmbmm bmmm ammrn of the program e£.fer«4 by the ¥«w«c»A*t fifty* 
six respeg^tant* indicated they receive literature, such eg bulletins 
aad newsletters* through the - m i l l eighteen etfeere mentioned "word &£ 
mouth/* one mentioned the Family and Child Service* and only one parson 
Indicated she "doesn't knew what*s going on« km aum  of the failure to 
receive b u l l e t i n *  etc* through the mall* Eleven of the children, 
mentioned "word of «feufehw end three mentioned bulletins* etc* received 
through the m a i l  m  the tm *m  of keeping aware of activities. Seven of 
the children indicated that friend® who- were in the «¥ leans” told them 
about the program*
foifcstae& 4l.#.piay<ai in . y  volunteer activities.* va*#a ashed 
If they would be interested' in becoming a volunteer for f.w.c.A* activ* 
Itie* by serving m  a committee* being s club advisor* or by giving 
pr&grm mId, nineteen (24*3 per cent) of the **v>M;y~tvo adult respondents 
indicated a desire to assist* Q£ them nineteen, eleven volunteered 
for committee work, m e  preferred to be a club advisor, and seven wanted 
;jfce serve a® program aid*
mt«;isT? (I,©*, \ilah®©) not fulfill m u  social agency o r -u^
■i% gAt O'Cl I'i-.i ii I llC-Ci Cfj" &OLi«C
la. response to the question mi k mJm&rmmm of
l^iree
Although, all fourteen c h i ld r e n  I n  th e  amip le  w ere c o n s id e re d
mto  be estiva participants In  the youth program* oaly tmmVm out of the 
•eveaty«&ft» adult mm^mm im ditm m € %hm they m m  m t t m  m  a volu&tmm 
m  p m t l t ip m i t  im m y part of the present jatogreai*. Tfcw* o»ly eae-siafcl* 
CM*? pmt c e n t) of the aeepled m lu tt population they were
active In the i^rograen
All ■mmmm’pB indicated they vere not eetive w i  Mk®4 z® 
give reaseee for their inactive $t«tu3» these reeseae given for non* 
participation in the ?V’,C*A* Ctnfe^ r program* -as veil as ath«§r reason®, 
ixt&lcgtigg s*tri<m& ehurt$oming$» eetegorlsed Into fswr 'Cypaioglea 
and referred to- m  po&itiw value eotaple&es vhich nera essferiaetoatly 
fulfilled am! nagetlve value ct^tejewi wftlak vere Satrinaic in this 
partitulnt v,w.C*A* Senter. this aaatarfgl in presented in  table '£iv.
Many of fchst eounttnta tited ;*no tls***’ (tsasntywfnur)* nr fiao tlee 
due to m r k T> C twenty *eee) as the major reasons for ncBv*p*rtieip*tleii at 
the ¥',!•*„€♦ A. Csntnar* thirteen n^slNgr® &*ntia»ed that the location of 
the Cantor mai# jenrfclei potion difficult * *4* eeid their ehlidren
retire my#ti fciavt and keep zJmm £.mm pertleipgting la CSenfceif aetivitlea* 
five indicated peer health as a mgjoe reason* eve aentloaed dixplleetleii 
of m m t m m  m 4  aeid that the Christ C M  Id offers ssore., end three 
elderly i « a  .replied that the y,V»£.A* 1$ for the benefit of younger 
people*
Seas®. of the reepeivlente eiepreaeed <iieeeeiefeeti<m with the 
Y,w„£«a* C#nt«r end Its Cn# person replied* **the set up
is juet not Ilk# It should he • « * it’s not functioning*’- Eight of 
zkm® respondents, iadisa&ed they wmm not interested in  the type of
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activities offered* M  the Wfd® of mm respondent* **They mmt sake it 
interesting * .« # I. as one of many wh# join* but do not attend*« still 
another remarked »
I -don't &M»k the wr*» has the right people they need and the
money for the beat pr-ogrea. I was wr y  active when younger* I 
felt it tree the proper piece to go* it provided mmy interesting 
activities* I do»*t knew If it still does * • * something seems
wrong * * * maybe integration*
The neat comment was mod# by on# of the two White respondents |» 
the sample* Ihla person 414 not live in the .Hear Morth Side m m m 4  
m id  that she mm & member of the l&enty-eighth Avenue Center only 
because ** * * * ey eard got. taken to the wrong place **’ Although it 
appeared to bo- a ’tai stake11 to have this person. included in  the mmmple* 
the respondent appeared quite anxious to have the Interview c-m%4mt®6 
and informed the author that ah# tf ♦ , # had a few things to say about 
that place*» After informing the writer that she attended the- dawsw 
town ¥*wx*A* and was active as a volunteer leader because «he liked 
to work with children, the respondent criticised a situation allegedly 
existing in the Jackson Junior-High School* She- remarkedi
Jack sob. lies a colored '*Vf* Dhen leader * * * but there baa never 
been colored steading this school. I don't neat to see®* pre­
judiced, but I don’t like this and m> m m  else docs either * * *
have had much trouble with rs* x -over this* (iro* X Is affiliated
with the Xwsntywlglifeii Averuc ¥*w,C.A* Center)*
The other white respondent remarked, “Actually* 1 don't know 
anything about tha Center beeauae I purebaaed ay meatberehip free* my 
«@gro employee and h a w  never been In. the building*51
Che lady observed that ** . * * people just don’t cots# out to 
anything m y  more * « * probably because of t* ?*, etc* There is just
62
tee much duplication of services*Tub inactive lumbers aonttoned the 
<zmt factor* C m  replied*, ^ttmlt p?tcss have been raised this year 
a n d  t h i s  m a y  c a u s e  raor# p e o p l e  s o t  t o  J o i n  * * . m m y  ficapi# n e w  use
tha Y»H..C*A* but Ming t aiae* antsy people juat don't Hava tbs money."
this eoiMnt may appear for the purfseeea of this etudy*
sines tills research la only dealing with Y.tt.c.A* members, and this* 
of course, Indicates that the membership fee has already been paid* It 
m m  considered relevant, >hence*?* because this respondent said that 
aha was not going to her memherelilp because of the increase
la membership fees* (7h* m m m l  fee lies recently beam increased m e  
d o l l a r *  f r o m  # . 0 0  t o  $3»00}« A n o t h e r  f # r s « n  r e p l i e d  t h e e  e h e  quea* 
tlened the cost factor bmmmmt
:;i©c'ticrship is Higher than at Tech* Hamberstilp Is now $3.00, 
which Is too high for t M i  area. Baa ides that * there la usually
a 25c to 5CN? fee charged for each class tafeen. they should offer
aemethlzig for members free of charge» If only m m  thing. Other** 
wiae, what • a the value la being a member ?
fa© Inactive members thought that the interviewing dona for 
this study would arouse warn Interest in Center activities* since 
this indicated that the f *W *l»* A* traders laerc actually Interested in 
Improving the i>nai.ty*elighth Avenue ¥•*?•€ *A« Center#
saiac^ed festera. of. e$s aprf gey us el eta&efe with the
nature of mewfreftr&h&e at t^f Y d ♦ i. €#liter. As shown la fable XV # 
three <21.4 par cant) of the fourteen respondent* aged! seventeen 
tlir^ugh thirty*fourA and aine CIS*3 per cant) ef the fl£ty~«igbt 
reepcmdeiita -aged tMtty^five and older Indicated participation in
03
d4
Center eettvtttea*
of the unA&t*&h**& adult wmmn aimtming this question#
only m m  0*1 p m  cent) iaOinoted timt fcftay m m  mzivo m  a volunteer 
m  pertleipent in aay pmt &£ tlm  pmmmt program* in aay bn &£ imm«> 
m t  to m m  that on* of theee reejxfcideiifcs m m  m young e-ingle w «  
between the ogee of seventeen and att vth% la the ether
m&pmAmt m m  m  elderly lady e$e<$ eii&y m  over* tea (20 per cent) 
ottr of the fifty -married m.mmrlag this <gueetion indieetedl
pert ic I pat ton in Center activities.
selected lectors ®£ o M M r e a  mA, rnmlmmmt etetua compered 
eftth the nmum- if, mtfoN^hlp jg^  th# t»i^c .A. center* sham in 
Te&le A/i* nine Cl9*1 per eenfc) of the ferfcy-eevea respondent® without 
children under nineteen* anA thro# (12*0 per cent) of the tt**n&y«»fiv8 
resjamdeitfc® with children mAnt the age of nineteen Indlceted ¥.w*C*A« 
Center- participation.
six 00*4 per cent) of the thirty*®®# reepoadteato eho did' mot 
work outside the hoincs and six <14*0 per coat) of the forty*ooe 
respondents who did work outside the h&ae Indicated Center parti#** 
ipetIon*
Soloctii fettere of eeteaory and ieaath of msber*ir*»fta,.iawi», ■nwrmviMW n.inyMwatflir*fa-«n^*r\ iiitim*- ^>»wrt»i*3ir»> >+mi wiwoWjMrin' Vf^Wi*»*fceW>i)i <wi wfafo Mfrntiw %mu i■>
afiip cogipered vl.th th# netur® of t»tih®r®hlo jit the ¥ A?»€*4* Center*
M  m m m  in I’Obl# Kvll$ pege €6* six ($2*3 per cent) out of the eight**
®ae raepoitaos given ©y Afhtt®*®©!lar" members9 five CH.9 per cent) 
out of the £©rty**iw® responses given by f?blue*eatl®rtJ saesabere* lend
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one £8*3 p m  cunt) out of the twelve tmpmsm glvca by eh© retired. 
*sse?ahers tndtenitei jeartleipation in Y*W«C*A«. Cants? activities*
Six <2©*0 par o#nfe) of fete thirty responses given by fcteie who 
uer© if*w.€*A„ j®m for tea yearb or less* and tlx (14*3 per cent) 
of the forty*two resjKmaes given. by those who were- jesters £m m m  tea 
fm m  indicated pgtticlpeeian at the Center*
in* m-rmt o- Hmsaastit? ai m m m m *  Qimitiss tr m i  risk^i^is
tihcs asked if the ^*w*C*A* has helped with respect to the fatally 
ehumh* cite* m  ether es^eairetioae, thirty»*eev«n<51 *4 per cent) of 
the seventy-* two adults replied la the. affirmative* tills taaterlal is 
jnwaeit&ed in table XtftXt* those who »swts4 this question in the 
affirmative were then anted to explain in  what mimaar the ?»W«€*A« had 
assisted in these eat ter a* 1?hirfcy-£ive of these respondents indicated 
the v«w»c*A* ted benefited fetes by enabling tb«a» tteoygh group associ­
ations* to broaden their views by obtaining new ideas i r m  otter peo­
ple* While ten. parsons restarted that it telpod them learn to get along 
w ith  ether peopla* four otter© related that ¥*v»*c*A# -m pm im m m were 
beneficial to fetet because It atehlci then to gate more confidence by 
putting thesa m  ease la nesting people. teteris- mstertef that the 
¥*«*€*A* brings a tie between fete church* school and hmm#
twelve out of fete thirteen children who s»©waritd this question 
replied la fete affirmative* ^r of these aJilldrca m id  fete r*w#C*A* 
ted helped fetes m  be iao*r* tolerant of others* ate two mentioned that 
through -m bership la fete te teenM clubs t *«, asel learned to have store
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mmpmz other people* replied* wi have learned how %e km p
quimt and to cooaerat* with the family and other*. **
of leadiirahig ehiliafl**. feihnti a&feed if the ¥*n*C*a *
had Imtpad In. &ho of leadership ability* forty*stx l§3*#
pair cent) of the edulte replied In the effirmatio** Xtiee*
people wete ibas aefced to enptttln in whet mam&ir the ¥,w*c*A* eaaiatod 
I si the deimlegwai&fc of this e&tllc ’Verity re&paedfasyta mentioned tfieft 
worfeing with m d  meetlag new people eided them* thirteen respond** 
ents wsmtiomd that vmiom eiub* m 4  cleases, eu&h as dlaQueaton 
troupe end book review© m  mil a& leaderehlg clm m m 9 were o£ bme- 
fifc to them* n%m mapondants indiommd that their experiences at the 
¥•&•€* A* had %kmn them more 90lee by developing confidence end a 
foe ling of capability, One refiiarfeed that it provided m chance to 
actually lead# Mother respondent ressarkad* "ftvtieipatlaft in club 
group* gewe me more eeuarag* end ability to talk la public* 1 get 
preetlce In ***11 creeps • * « I em. no* hold my heed up la public**' 
Five people ea&& that they had datteXeped their ieedereiiip abil* 
ley* but that It was difficult to aay whether or not the V«^*C«A* had 
fe?ii\g to do with it*
seiasn reepCNndsa&a *$*$ qualified their negative teapoaeesi to ills 
queatitm remerfeed that they hmmn*t attended of tan enough to develop 
Zmmimahip a b i l i t y  m  the Qmnmr* Owe other vmmpmdmrm remarked* **80*
X eti‘t say that * * * fled hee helped me
Eleven of the children replied In the affirmative# Sim of theee
70
children seid the d*u*€#A* helped ia tit® decelofxasfit of their leader**
iltlp ability sinee they HiauS served m  off!cm®< in alt® *f¥ Teens’- club* 
Those tnsgfoers who indicated *ts®y wire also mm&mm of otb«r 
groups m r i  asked if the t*W.wA* helped them assume leadership in 
groups* tmnty*elght <44*7 par cent) out of the sixty adults 
r#®.pen4li\t to this question replied in %hm affirmative* Twelve respond* 
m m  m i d  they didn’t k n m  sime it was difficult to say whether or not 
the V*#*c*A. had. anything to do with It#
of nay I« m m m t  to a question eommtn^
ing whether m  not the * m&oefatten with others at the ¥*w*C.A*
tied broadened their interests la m y  may* fifty-***#© rmpoodenis ilt,t
per cent) m s w r t d  in she affirmative* tee lee said it had not, and 
eight indleeted they didn't know. those who answered in the off nwaative 
were ashed to indie at# in what s e w  this aseoelati-eti with ©there et 
til® t+ux «A« had broadened their Interests, immly all of the mspond* 
onto indicated that by meeting and associating with others• they had 
the opportunity o i  gaining turn Ideas t h e  could be beneficial to them* 
Ftv® remarked that the dseae&ietlen with ethers Had wade them 'more 
anal cue to participate In other group* ♦
One of the rmporidh&&s In the vdm*t kmmu category rmmmtmd9 
4’Through life *£J road m m  I earns many things* *4h© knows « * * who c m  
any Jos* where you learn the things yew do?*
Id, Ttm HltSICAi 
Affect of location of center on mgrt lei action* As shewn in
71
I&ble XI nineteen sot of the Mult respondents I mil*
ested that fth# location of the C & m m  4t4 l%me m  adverse affect m. 
their participation* Eleven a t these ineabars m i 4 that the €ea&*r Is 
net centrally located* m  it Is not convenient to reach* soot ®£ the 
mmkmra msitiomd that transportation to the Cotter is difficult si m o  
It Is m&t centrally Immmi* Om ®£ the respondents tth® said that the 
Im m im n of the Center had m  Mhrwtao affect on her participation 
qualified her Qcmmrn by saying that ** * * * this is a poor ea&uee since
everyone has a ear * * # they c m  go if they want to and- see a reason
far it#'1-' three o£ the fourteen ehiidren answering this question Iadleased 
that the location of the Canter had an adverse affect on their partic­
ipation* T&o of these remarked that the center suae a long «asy from 
their hoses.
\4he&k asfae*! to m m m  vhmm an ideal location for the canter 
vould be* forty replied that the present location m m  satisfactory* 
ten indicated that the tm:mf location at Hranty-second and threat 
Street m m  better* t«o indicated that thm Center should 'be saoved 
toward Vmnt*f~i®&tth StreetB one thought It would ho hotter to have
Just on® central v*W*C*A. located In the dtenftitoen district* and nine
were undecided* xan meohers mpliM that the Center ^ * should bm
momd further north* idsere the people arc waving* w 1S»o of these 
people suggested heaping the Center where It presently la* aid then 
as the program expands build another building north and west* Eleven 
children thousghfc the present location o£ the Center eae satisfactory* 
m m  thmight It show Id hm w m M  cl osar to iieraee claim. Ju&i©r«dil$h* and
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M&tfrtmy of bejtidflnft dad. ttfuigeaeat.» a» shown in  Table
XXX, page 72, twenty respondents <27.3 p^r c m t ) believed that the 
building spae© was adequate* while fifteen 120*S per cent) Indicated 
that the eifnipwaofc was adequate. ^bsa these who indicated that the 
Allying space and equipment ware net adequate were asked to street 
what should b& added, the m  general reply (twenty** ight tasponeea) 
was that M . • » m  aaed m bigger place*y* litres people Indicated that 
the building really wasn’t 'm i l t  t m  a ¥.w*c»A. Center and feuar 
men tinned that 11 . . ♦ It sometimes gets crowded and It gets hot than.” 
wiitle &&m stated the need tor more and larger rooms, other raan- 
tinned the need tor more and m m llor roans so each activity could 
have more privacy* Two respondents said that soundproofing was 
needed because the mootings interfered with one another.
Nineteen m n tim m 4 the- need for a gps with proper equipment» 
while eight others said that the Center should hers a recreation or 
gsme room because off the necessity for more physical activities* 
twelve respondents indicated that the kitchen m m  too assail and not 
property equipped, eleven wanted a swimming pool added, to thm Canter,
«»4 four wanted some new furniture for the basement. At this point 
a respondent re^narked* f! * » « and not somebody’s old furniture, either* 
Eight respondents Itidieated that the Center should Have some rooms for 
girls to stay In when they earn from other cities or art: otherwise 
travelling* A few others samtloned the. need for a new ping**pong table*. 
m ©raft room, sewing roans, and better -sowing machines*
74
Of those raafimdenfs ^ho indfteatad that thm building space 
and *$u!pmstz %mm adfcKguat-o «nd cm$mn&%6 m  feh#ir affirmmtim mply9 
few felt that the proaanfc program 4mm not uarr«tfe new facilities#
&kj replied, l? * # . fehia is adequate for this m m  and is plenty for 
the small mraborc that partial pate*!:
whoa asked if there was a need for a literary In the Cmitmz*
(63*9 pm cant) of the respondents rapt lad In tha affirm** 
ativa, fifteen indicated there m e  no need Cor a library* m 4  Btmmn 
indicated they dtdn#t knew* £k*e parson suggested that family books
should 1st placed in w h  a library * and another m r l a d  that ** * * *
they should ixwoluda sosao good books on fete hi story of the 'Metro* 
because many of our youngsters don’t hum*? tnuoh about thls*H
whan asked If there w i  a need for a. musle room in the Cantor# 
fifty-four <75.0 par cent) resfsondenfes were in favor of this* eight 
« »  opposed * m d  ten indicated they didn’t know* iteo of those In 
favor of adding a music room to the Center wanted to make certain to 
%s a m  about good- usual c. Mother parson se6fe**t*d that -T • » * it would
be nice If those tdio don’t Have a piano could sceie to the *v* and
practice *,¥
v. 'm m m m zm AL Aj^wts
Caa of. r^rayiowal fact 1| tlca.» only seven 0*7 par sent) 
out of the aovanty^tifo adult faciibars tndieased they mad# any use of 
th« Cantor** recreational facilities* Throe sal a they used tho oluh
7$
roo®, m m  imntlmmd the urn®' o£ tlie md  s w t i  Mentioned
us® of dining, room for tees and parties* several others said that 
they enjoyed playl&g cords oc&aai easily at the Canter*
411 fourteen children Indict©4 they used the available rear#- 
atlonal facilities* All of tlM® said they used thm g*i3g ~ f t a b ! ® #  
aaven indicated aaa^e of aituf flm*hom4., and four said they u#«sJ 
the record player*
SuftfflMMfctona p#tt#imfne to reereafcl m M . and trpup activities*
Htnem safced it the Center should offer more recreational or group 
activities for children.* teenty-fonr C33*3 per cant) - adults angered 
in the afftractive* caenty-oao said *%©**» and tsmnty-seven indicated 
they d§«fn*t lend** this intamftien is shorn in tmhla & u  Of those 
®n.mmt‘t?%g in, the affirciaelve* four saent toned the need for various 
gages* three tnonelon&ed the nsod of a £?*»* t^o indicated a desire for 
dancing classes, two faent toned a ed-sh for music classesf and two 
aesktloned the need' of a nursery* i r w *  a playground* a playschool# 
seeing'# set taming and walking ©Infos ©ere also each y m t  lotted once* 
ftertaliii&g c© the el eh far a nursery* on# person indicated that 
n * * * mothers have a difficult ties In this area finding a place to 
inmm fehair children*” Mother rsstarhed* “Ihore Is i need for a 
better staffed program * * * end smaller group#*n Om  lady responded by 
saying e-hat the tf . * « boys m d  girls In this mm® hmm no recreation* 
they need something * * * any. organised activities* they mmd %mlt 
auposrv! sad act!v!11 ee*?-
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of those who that the Ceafcar should not offer more 
recreational or group activities for children* sms person mentioned 
that the v?esley House duplicates this servlee* Another said* wn©
* » * they have the Srowntlits* Christ Child tenter, Sad many other 
thing*.” &t» of the respcw&deafcs who said she didn’t know added the 
comment that 55 * ** I send my doughtee to Christ Child * * * It offers 
mere and they advertise better*”
yfssn askod If the Center should offer m&m recreation or group 
ectivltee for teenagers* tesaity^flve 04,7 per eent> edults answered 
In the affirmative* siatcen said mi  chfrty'«ona ixtdiea&ed they
didn’t know* of these answering I- the efftrsaetl’ve* four mmzlmm® 
dseeloe* throe meat leased the seed of s recreation room* throe men* 
flattd# charm courses f two wasted a basketball court* two dost red 
assess to a gysa* arid two s^n&ioaad. plays and shlts« walking clubs, 
picnics s. a playground, mere games* baseball* tesinls, a debating club, 
and mora group activities were, seeh fMmttoned mtm* Qm person 
remarked that these activities were good for teen-agers because 
?* * * * it keepe thm- busy*" Another eo«B*6tt«ds
m a y  do ok* X guess* but they ntod pern,tam to keep fcida off 
th*'1 «* tract * « * I heard that sometimes the polite east come to 
supervi<se the daseee* they need to stop fighting and must learn 
to levoiop more commuaity spirit,
Qstm. person uaii that * » * it is hmA for the ♦■t* to compete 
.against other pieces • * * they Cthe teenagers> want drink*•" Still 
another respondent suggested*
m i s  Is the group that especially needs the attention, m ay 
.should i#«m to 4 m m  and tmwn k m  m  sat* an# aiso 1 .earn to
develop posture* poise, e need progr&as to prepare them
fee adult life mm- t-mmmi by schools*
Of those who said that ftto Center should net offer t&er®
recreational or group activities foe teenagers, t m  respondents said
the present $ore@ra& la aaegtiate If taken advantage of* Another
reported that the Wesley Souse duplicated thaa* services* A divorced 
mother replied* **fhe present: program I® adequate * # . besides that* they 
stoild have more time at t o m  I It sew® m  though everything today 
tries to keep your ahildran from stay S.eg ham****
Whan ashed this question* ten of the fourteen teenagers replied 
In the affirmative* five suggested the need for more sports activ­
ities mid mentioned bmkmtbal I # bwllag, m%4 so£t*ball and volley-ball 
terns, 41 so suggested were more coeducational activities, such m  
dances, outings* and parties, One mentioned civic project® and one 
indicated a desire fox* tom-making classes*
uiwm asked if the Center should offer ©ore raoraational or 
group activities for adults., thirfcy~oae (43,1 per cent) answered la 
the affirmative, twenty said ;fSno,*- md zmnty*m& indicated they 
dlin*t know. Of these answering In the affirmative, five mentioned 
the need for recreational facilities, four suggested discussion group®* 
three mentioned card parties* and three sieges ted a monthly adult -"fun- 
night**''' Art apforeclaeion, ’’triis-gym** gams, tennist special cooking, 
debates, square dancing* singing, seeing* dancing, and plafs ware also 
mentioned once or twice, Another suggeatad that It would be bene* 
fiolal to obtain good speakers upon occasion to speak on topics of
79
laterea-t* Ckm person iitditatead that M » * * tlmm It mt  anough far 
alder people tea da*« Another said that n , . . parents m&  ehi ldren 
need t# week* f>l*y *»d live together* *e they should offer nore faaiiiy 
activities*" Another replied* *- t wonder if the .pregrei* of fared I# 
correct . * • they need here what they h a w  ate the 4mmzmm *¥*•**
Of those who said that the Cetitor ahoy It! note offer more retro* 
atioa&i or group activities for adults, four rrepondents indicated 
that th© present program I® adequate if taken advantage of* hut mm* 
tinned that the program is not taken full acfvaatanse of now by the 
sae-jsbere* Mother said* *»3te * * • provided that the feel lit im  o i the 
downtown * f* are also used.ra otill another person indicated that 
* * * *• the vie®ley House duplicates this * * most people use this 
and it is closer***
In order to afford the respondents another opportunity to offer 
suggest!ossa on this matter* a question asking if there were any addl« 
ttonal classes or groups which should be organised by the Y«W«€«A# was 
placed later on in  the interview schedule, in respouse to this ques** 
tl<m$ twenty^three adults answered In the affi restive, thirty*four 
said **00," asd fifteen' Indicated they didn*t know*, the suggestions 
Included; discussions, budget classes, adult education classes* adult 
dance cleases, leadership training* charm cleasee* woodworking, uphold 
stery, typing* sh&rtfcwtd» business education, program for teen-age 
mothers, sewing classes, sports* physical fitness* golf* and
ganes for ail ages#
c*«e parson suggested, "Youngsters should be taught house-
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keeping* economics, m%4 -child ear# * * * it would tssaka the eoatsunifcy 
better if they Q&atd do tf*ts**? A s9lddl*»agad I M y  remarked1
"Hicy should of fur outdoor activities in golf# etc* for boos©-* 
tiws * * * not sewing* etc* m op I# ittet fee get out of the house
«»d gee in sports * * * who wanes to ait aro«! the house all day
Chi a* h a w  a much larger enrol Xmcmt if they would do
Of thm® who said that there wens m  additional classes or 
groups which .should ho organised by the Center in thm five
respondents cerawinted ©a their negative answers* Said one* "de * * *
but there should be a good broad program t© stimulate interest in a
career.* Ihm other four respondents all aeationad that during an
election period it would be benefleial to learn more about the candidate®, 
and fait that too ‘r.w*€*A* Center could offer the opportunity to do this*
?!♦ ramriowAL aspicts
ffjapt lei potion. in Y«U.*£*A* sdmsat.logat.1, groups* In answer to the 
question pertaining to what Y»u»c*A* educational groups the supers 
had been part lei pants* eighteen <15*0 per cent) indicated that they 
had Cor mm) tmkm part* while £%£%ymiom swrabers said that thmy bed 
mmc.v participated la m y  educational groups * of those respondent* 
indicating participation In educational groups# sise. mentioned thm 
thef had participated in sawing clashes# three mentioned discussions# 
three mentioned leadership training* three cited ceramics, and tee 
mentioned parliamentary law arid book reviewss drivers training* m%® 
mechanics* and chase classes were indicated once*
Seven of the fourteen, children indicated that they bed perfcie*
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Ipeted in educational $troup* *& &ft* Center* ?lw cited participation 
In chants eiasaea, while discussion groups* cooking were
each mentioned ones*
i£fe w £  I SMS* 21 SIS,* SMEl&gj. «•£**. ®S& SMJtiEB £*28££i 
with the ewfcent of p«ptid.pat1On in ¥*V?*C*A.« edu$jftloael grottos* As
shown In Table Xj£1* four (28*6 per cent) of the fourteen responses 
given fey those members aged seventeen through thfrty^fmir* and four** 
S*en (24*1 per sent) of the t l€i;y**®ight responses offered by those 
tsemhers aged thirty-five «sn*S older imflcgtted participation In edeea* 
tionsI group®*
of the twenty-two unattached -adult women answering this quo®* 
tlon, only two (9*i per cent) indicated that they Had taken pert in 
mty e&ieattonal groups.* Sixteen <32*0 per cent) out of the fifty 
married women indicated participation in educational groups,
Eleven (23*4 per cent) of the forty-seven responses g im n  by 
those 1wmh®t -without children under age nineteen, aa«i seven C23«Q 
per cent) of the twenty*five responses offered, by those with children 
under age nineteen indicated pertlelpetlon la educational groups,
selected factors of empl<r/s«at statu® m l  aeeuaatlonal eat* 
egoey compered wtfch the eaetesit &i fwwftici potion in ?,vi.€*a* educa*<4fi <wtf&i.»*Mi.) I«efai«- -WK^wiHtfri* ^>W'r*»WH8ivliwr8«aWw*a-'*-ften*w» wWWHMWi; »w»
t tonal group#, yin# <29,0 per eeat) of the tHi«ty*en* responds .given 
by those not working outside else hois®* end nine <22*0 per sent) of the 
forty-one responses given by those who did work outside the heme lode* 
cated participation in educational groups.
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'juree (io. / per cent) out of the eighteen responses given by 
wnite-caiiar memoers, twelve <28. a per cent) out of ths forty-two 
responses given ay blue-collar momoors, and three <23,3 per cent) out 
of ttte twelve responses given by the retiree .acmuurs indicated partic­
ipation iu education groups, *,uw i o*4 x e o *«* c&.u i i1- 4. »i v x ^
XXIi,
dejected lectors of length and nature of x....f,...* nembex tlnp 
can pared wita the extent of participation in i,2«c.A, educational 
groups, nix <20,0 per cent)of the thirty responses given by those 
who had been x.E.c.A. siembers for ten years cr less, and twelve 
(28.6 per cent) of the forty-two responses given by those who had 
been members for over ten years indicated participation in educational 
groups*
As shown in table XXIII, page $5* thirteen (21.7 per cent) 
of the sixty inactive members, and five (41*7 per cent) of the 
twelve active members indicated participation in educational groups,
Satisfaction with educational Instruction. Thirteen (72,2 per 
cent) out of the eighteen adults who had taken part In educational 
groups indicated satisfaction with the course instruction. One who 
Indicated a degree of dissatisfaction with a course mentioned the 
laek of visual aids during the course.
All of the seven children who had taken part in educational 
groups indicated satisfaction with the course instruction.
Educational classes or groups dfeslrai by the members * In answer
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to the question asking if there w m  « need in the mmmmmtt? for adult 
educational classes in eleamtary subjects much ms reeding, writings 
or English, €i ft/-three (n*A for cent) edulta answered la the afftrea* 
etive, eight answered **«.©,F? ami &lev«n said the/ di&t*& t?»«w* 0£ those
mistering In .the affirmative, thirty-eight mmtimmd thm need for ell 
three subjects fsaat toned fa the question, reeding was cited -sin tisaee, 
S&gl ish miss cifead seven tints» and dietheefttiett was msmti oao-cl three zimm* 
f i m  people ehe responded in the affirmative doubted, however, if those 
who needed this would actually participate*
One person thought this would be good for those who usually 
cm*t afford it* another auggeatad that perhaps- it would be possible 
to have retired educators handle this, mid thro® others thought that 
such m ptm&rm would be- of great benefit to the cceswnlty* 'thro® 
people w^r# m m m  of the. need for tact in handling a program of this 
type* As one person restarited, ” * * * mm mutd -need to be careful of 
feoir .poopI® mm  approached in order to get them to mmm* Feopie doa^t 
like to ads&t they es?**t r#id mad are ashamed of this." two others 
suggested that perhaps such a program would work if the courses were 
given. In the neighborhood, and felt that &&m people would go to the 
y*!•!.£»A* Center who wouldn't go to a public school* Another said that 
such a program would hm good ** . , . especially for people easing in 
frcsa other areas who don*ts have as good of education as wo do#” another 
laasaber replied, ’-Eeaple m m  el ways *a$*? to isqpreve theaiselvea # • * you 
m a t  have education to get ahead#"
af those Indicating that there was no need in the mrnm&mkty for
these ©oursea, t m  said that Technical High School has good programs,
Hid otters replied that the school provides adult clessee* One
person in the "don't know** category replied* "Everybody bee mt 
least gome to high school *55
Only two teenagers answered this quest ion and both remarked 
■that « . * * there is « m u d  to learn more about teenagers."
selected fejgtore of £1*» a^tfltel nt#tms end children I
beive (83*7 per cent) of the fourteen responses given by those mem­
bers aged seventeen through thirty*four,, and forty-one C?0*7 per cent) 
of the fifty-eight response* offered by those members aged thirty-five 
end over indicated a need for adult education classes*
Fourteen (63*6 par cent) of the twenty-two unattached woman and 
thirty*nlae (7$*0 per cent) of the fifty -tarried women replied In the 
affirmative to this question*
thirty-three (70*2 per cent) of the forty-seven wmmn without 
children under the age of nineteen* and twenty (80*0 per ©ant) of the 
twenty-five woman with children under ago nineteen Indicated there wm  
& need in the eoetmmity for these adult education ©lessee*
asking if. there was a need in theiH»*anatiw*4TMh miH1nw— mi">wimini.>—»*»nwmi>»■*«*i«ww»!iwnmwm mm v tm wwith rmponmm  given to thep i i ,r.i*».*W.iMifBWr»'ilno»in*ji> liwtwtoMhi
adit it M  shown, in fable XXIV*
neat status andlnW>jn»tiT*awM^ <* ij»ij*.rtfil
i.l.wm to the Q u e s t i o n  asking If there was a'4<*w*»vwi»r:a>eb^'aiWi!ipim *w»*rt»wt)>iw|i^,ii m t ^ m/mnnn wtmwmw’w**1* ' *•*»
head |& $gjg. cog for aduifc educational ©lasses* As shown in
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Table XXV, twenty (64*5 per cent) of the thirty «*o**e respondents who 
4Id not work ou&eide the home. aa& fcblrty^three (80*3 per cent) of the
forty*me respondenta who 414 work outside the home indicated a need 
for thm adult educational el m m ® in  thm m m m m ity*
Thirteen C72*2 per test) of the eighteen uhitercellar mribera*
thirty**two (76.2 per cent} of the forty-two blue-collar member*» and 
eight (66*7 per cent) o£ the twelve retired mambers indicated & need 
for these adult education eleaaea*
selected foe torn #£ leingth and nature of r«w*c*A* membershi p 
mmmmM with roapoaaas ml wen to $h# m m tlo n  m k im . If there. aaa £ 
need lii the eoawwaalfcy for adult educational classes* 4s ahoim In 
table xxvI* page 91 * twenty**!x (86*? per cent) of the thirty 'responses 
glwan by those members who haw been in the f.w.c»A* for ten years or 
lasa» and twenty ~*even (64.3 per cent) of the forty**two responses given 
by those who have been members for over ten years indicated a need for 
the adult education classes#
forty-three (71.7 per cent) of the sixty inaotivm-mmfomm*. and 
ten (63*3 per cent) of the twelve active mceibtrs Indicated a need for 
the adult education classes In the community*
other educational classes or group* desired by thm members*
Vftten aakttd If the Y.K*C*A* should offer a program series on family
problem*, Binty*mm (64.7 .per cent) adults replied in the affirmative, 
five said "n©*M and six replied, they did net know.
those who anawered in the affirmative were caked to suggest
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particular & m m  o£ family ptmbimm that w m ld  b® of benefit to the 
people involved* Fourteen mntimmd sort I age problems for bath adults 
and young married people* tea said there wm. a need for family gstfdu 
aoee and causellng* sin fawtlioaed budget problems, fifteen taeiit lotted
a i m  m class dealing with teenagers and children ** * * * m  
adults muld tmmn to imderatand them*** sawn naentioned child ear* 
and rearing* t m  mn&tm®4 juvenile delinquency» one suggested a 
course stressing adequate diets, and another suggested the study of 
school dropouts* Xharea suggested a series deal lag with working 
mothers* One person remarked, w:i have seen children playing at night 
'and asked thee why they were not home* 'the answer always m m m  to be?
*nobo-iy at home*. I believe this can lead to much trouble***
knottier lady aen*toned that such a program series m% family 
problem* would he good- « * * * if they will taka time to- attend . « * 
there Is just too mmh to dm im t everyone to take advantage of these 
things*”
Of these who did not think the Y'*n.€*A. should offer a program 
series on family pt&blmm, one respondent remarked* wHi*ra would he a 
religions problem * * . birth control and so on In a Catholic neighbor* 
hood woisldndt. go*” Mother lady replied, «t donft think that peept* 
■shouli: Interfere in someone else*s family problems #**
t#ai^ns#s l^.vpn to aueetlea asking t£ washers would eatend pore i»$agg*as 
with **%&** is on world* nationals « d  local affairs*
vsiien asked if they would attend nor# ptm&tmm with emphasis on
world, national, and local affairs m  they affect this community, 
forty-eight (66*7 par cant) adults answered in the affirmative* 
Several indicated the desire to obtain good speakers for such a pro* 
gram. An one person indicated, **v:® hoar many things over T*v. * * • 
we need a speaker who will got down, to earth*”
Selected factor* of a m * parital status* and, chiIdren compared 
with responses given to Question asking If. members would attend more 
programs with emphasis on world, national* and local affairs. As 
shown in Table XXVII, seven (50.0 per cent) of the fourteen responses 
given by those members aged seventeen through thirty*four, and forty* 
one (70.7 per cent) of the fifty-eight responses given by those mem* 
bars aged thirty-five and over Indicated an interest in programs of 
this nature,
Of the twenty-two unattached adult women answering this ques­
tion, fourteen (63.6 per cent) indicated an interest in programs of 
this nature. Thirty-four (68.0 per cent) out of the fifty married 
women expressed an interest in programs of this nature.
Twenty-nine <61*7 per cent) of the forty-seven responses given 
by those without children under age nineteen, and nineteen <76.0 per 
cent) of the twenty-five responses offered by those with children 
under age nineteen indicated an interest in programs of this nature,
Selected factors of employment status and occupational cat-
***r t iin*iiW iil inwiiKnMi. * ntm  «nwr» » '■ i.winwiiim in.niim r rwnnmmfrwi .w w w w « i^ i»^L ,>iwiiiiiii»>>wiiw»w>i«iit.i8jM>e» wkummmi w
e&ory compared with responses given to the question asking If members
hi liiflBmiai nvdbui — i <h h wiA >ihi*wih> mu mu 'i n>n.Wi n m w7i^ i ■ i j»>ilanemu i^ ~i ^ w U i'i i ii i im b ih . ifcmbm wmmmm* in| »iw i« e irww>BV M XmrWi m w e iW ii i r t i^ ^ iW  S w if t  u»
would attend more programs with emphasis oa world* national * and local
im
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affairs. As shewn In fable &X9XZZ, twenty one ($7*7 per mat) of the 
thirty*one responses given by those aitrabere not working outside the 
hmm , and twenty »e«vwii <63*9 par cunt) of the forZf~mm responses 
given by* thosft who did work outside this hoaas Istdlestad an Interest in 
programs of this nature,
Eleven <6 1*1 par eant) out of the eighteen responses given by 
vhita-eollar aiMibera# fcwenty-'niiia (69*0 .per $*&t} out of the forty* 
two response© given by blue-collar menbers, and eight ($5*7 per cent) 
out of the % m l m  responses given by the retired siamb&ra indicated an 
1nearest in progrsrja of this nature*
SolootHBd factors ff lon&feli and astur# of Y,+w «{,’♦£« &e?alwship 
cocapered with responses jglwsn. to question ashing if msrabers would 
attend more ® g r i w -  with emrdiasia on world, national» a M  I oral«*tfi|j«w<MW»i'tWwmijiwi ahajWiwWiWwe'jMinM>ijHi yiymfcrwyp’ ^»itfiMWm^M>riy^w>w^a« *<? wi'OfjwWuniHMiwi^w :gmn»ftimi * yiQMjMWM*.
affairs* twenty <66,7 par cent) of the thirty response© given by 
those who have bean YJ-c .€.A. tmmbm:® for tea years or loss, m i  
twenty-eight (66 « 7 par cent) of the forty-two *4W»patft*as givoa by 
those who have been sobers for over tea years indicated an interest 
la pragmas of this nature*
As shown in  fabio XXix, page 97, thirty-a&na C&3.-0'per seat) of 
the sixty inactive mm&mm* and nine <73,0 per tent) of the twelve 
native wm&mv* indicated m  interest la farogrms of this mm&mm*
v i i. selsg »
Ss£s£si* btiftae* |a eeafcgibe&ina |£ aMirtttal growth, ffeatft 
ashed If the Y,w,c«A. la any way had been responsible for contributing
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to m  Im m m o  to their spiritual growth, tv m ty ~ n k m  C40*i per eent) 
adults answered la the s£ £ lianas I vet thlety*el$fc£said f-*soto and f l w  
Indicated they didndt know* 01 fchaae answering in the affirmative, 
twrnlm, aambars indicated that the f*toC,A* had helped them because &i 
It® religious influence# Said one respondent, **s©Kttthlne IIto this 
always helps « » * Ife'*a a t$#lp because it*® a Christian organisation* 
Mother replied, "It helps through *eeft$ag* with a spiritual empto*
©Is * • * they m m * Immm it out and that*® good.** Che lady responded, 
”Muth of the •¥* program Is IIto church* and this, like ehureh* doss 
help * * . so I would m y that is helps through the types -of programs* 
which are religious* and by Its Christian •tenderd®*1'* other remarks 
included *
Anyone would he interested in the nt»  would go to church 
♦ * . the *¥♦* km played & big part In brewing imm racial barrier® 
end this help® itwsreaso spiritual growth * « » it puts a parser la 
a totter frerae of mint! and make® for totter ehuxeh going*
€**# person easmsated, «i was not ■affiliated with a church 
until I went to the *Y* * * * no*?, 1 m  * « • they instill t.hat la you,*8 
Another remarked* «• * • . you learn tssdtarstgadlng and fellowship and 
develop tolerance tod consideration through contact with others*.**
Of those said that feta* Center had n#t in  any way tom 
responsible for contributing to an Iacreaa© in their spiritual .growth* 
five mentioned lack of part to I pat loss as the major f-set or for chair 
negative answer* Six said that * * * * I was a Christian before 
joining the #¥»to- toother person reapto-ded* *f • * * aaybe to  the eoreau* 
nlty* tot not in ny caae*n
99
Sewn of thm fourteen children replied la the affirmative on 
this qmn % I &n* Three of those Mho answered I n  the affirmative t»4!** 
cafced that they now + * »see the importance off church more and attend 
ahureh mar© regularly,the others mentioned that the ,!Y*5 had helped 
through the devotimie and the purpoea*
given go Question asking If the ¥ *w tc, a * eg fere
satisfactory opportunities for spiritual growth. When asked if the 
Y.W.C.A. offers satisfactory opportunifcies for spiritual growth, 
thirty*three C4S#S per cent) adults answered la the affirmative* 
eighteen said ''no*' and twenty-one Indicated they didn*t know. Those 
who answered In the affirmative were asked to indicate la what ways 
the Y.wvC.A* Center offered satisfactory opportunities for spiritual 
growth* Almost all of these responses emphasised the Christlea 
character of the association* Cue lady anawared* '•■’They always opmn 
up a program with meditations * * . they sever leave out the Christian 
part of It through their meetings* and this is very wonderful.*■ 
other typical respond** included}
Aay fellowship dev*lopes a person spiritually * . * tha *¥* has 
a good program* sim m  they have spiritual leeturas and good speakers
from other religious groups * * * tha ?»w*C*A« teaches Christ­
ianity* and this is especially good for tha email children # * * it 
teaches them about Cod* etc.
By meeting people who mm  Chriatiana* someone not im.mm.mmi 
in him spiritual development slight -he helped * * * the ff# shows 
no prejudices against m y  religion and every year they try to 
broaden the program to meet everyone*s needs * * * the Y.wcc.A. also 
helps by teaching people to get along with people off all races* 
religions* and personalities*
Sa m  others were loss emphatic in their affirmation* One
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respondent replied» ” » • . but there could be improvement * * « they 
have gotten mmy iram the per sen end his Individual beliefs* re should
get people together end allow them to repress their m m  ideas*”
faotbm* lady responded, « * . * It Is a Christian organ!ration# but Is
no t m religious group m  sueh * * * It offers Christian fellowship, but
not too much mt the spiritual side*”
'Wo of those respondents who indicated that the- f.n*c*A* did 
not offer satisfactory opportunities for spiritual «levelopc«mt men* 
ttoned that n * ♦ * it dm® &mm9 hut mt  m  the extent It um4 to.f? 
Another replied, '*1 think the churches take tree of that , , * the *r* 
4mm*t really stress this#” t m  others ** * * * the program
is not broad enough to help » * « there are very few religious groups #!i 
Another responded, **£hle needs more empties is, because people c m m  to 
the #Y* who are not spiritually minded, so this mut4 help them,” 
still another faembar answered, *'l*m prone to forget what the *r# stands 
for * * * It really doesn't stress this * * • not that it should
Six of the fourteen children replied in the affirmative to this 
queotleiw Four mentioned that ** * * # it ie the pur pore of the ¥*w*C#A. 
progra® * . .w while two others mentioned that the devotion© held before 
meetings hot pad offer on opportunity for spiritual growth#
Selected f eeftets of aae * merit el. status.# and chi Idran compared 
with reasooeee mirem to eueetlen asking If the y#w»g,A, effete satis* 
factory oppogtunltia# for spiritual growth* As sheen in table X&&* 
fire OS* 7 par cent) of the fourteen responses given by those membere
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aged seventeen thiroujiii thirty«*fmrr* asad twenty*-*Igbfc C4i.3 per mmt) 
o£ the fifty*©fgfit responses offered by these sobers aged thtirfcy~£ive 
eod ever in an affirmative maneer*
■Of the tw e n ty  ~two unattached adult womm answer ins this qma* 
tion* twelve (54*5 per cant) answered in the affirmative* twenty*one 
(41*0 par eeztt) out of the fifty married women answered in the mtttvm* 
a&ive*
Mloateto (40*4 per eaat) of the forty*never* responses given by 
those members without children under age nineteen, tod fourteen (55 »0 
par eene> of the twenty »£lve responses offered by those with children 
under ago nineteen answered in the affirmative*
selectee! festers of m plmmm.  at.et.us and occupational, oat* 
e&ory oompered with responses given to Question asking if the Y«w*C,*A* 
offers satlsfaotory egperfcunitlea im  spiritual growth, Fifteen 
(48.4 per tent) of the thlrty*osie responses given by those who did not 
work outside the home, and eighteen (43*9 par cent) of the forty-one 
responses given by those who did work outside the home indicated that 
the ¥«w*C*A« offers satisfactory opportuniti#® for spiritual growth*
As shown In Table &0U, nine (50*0 par cant) of the eighteen 
response* given by White*celiar -members * eighteen (42*0 per cent) of 
the forty*two responses given by biue*eeiiar members* m 4  six (59.0 
par cant) of the twelve responses g^ven by the retired members Indi* 
ea&ed satisfaction with the opportunities afforded hf the t*w*c*A* for 
spiritual devet opment«
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Ten (3.3*3 per a#nt> of aha thirty responses given by thee# Mho had 
'mm& ¥*w.c*A* members for ten yaars m  less* and tm m y » tte e m  <54.7 
per teat) of the forty-two responses given by those who had been 
tMfabere for over ton years indicated that the Y*v«c«A* offers satis- 
factory appoptuiiiiiii few apl ritual daweiegteoane«
Baeaty-nine <48*3 par test) of the slaty inactive taa^ sera* and 
four (33*3 par m n t) of the twelve active fsembers Indicated satis­
faction with the opportunities afforded by the Y.w.C.A* for spiritual 
growth* This information is shown in Table XXXII.
X^U&As, access in  developing a t«*Mna g£ brotherhood In
ttm  comm n ity * When asked If tha Y.w.c#A. had ha load to develop a 
foaling of brotherhood in the commmitv» flfty-aix <77*8 par cent} 
adults aaawered In the affirmative, tan said r:'no9f- and six Indicated
they dldit* t know* the#* persons aaewarlog in the affirmative ware 
asked to enplain h w  the ?*H*C*A* had ha I pad to develop a fading 
of brotherhood in thm cORtnunSty* Thi tty*five of theee respondents 
indicated that ,-tha Y«w«C*A« « » , # brings people together * * * by 
developing a eloaanaaa through fellowship*r* One person replied, 
uBy associating with different people * * * yon share problems with 
th o rn you * * * this bring# about lasting friendships.- Another
memlnir respondedt
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Bmmthing like this always helps develop » feeling ox brother* 
hood la the eoBxnunlty* because It makes you m m m  of various 
p ro b le m s , t h i s  melees ym mo re tolerant heeeus# you have u n d e r*  
standing • . • the "Y** ie del eg a good, jab lt% ear eosetunlty by
helping people understand at her people's %my of life.
Mother lady replied* "Beeple get to know one another better
when they play and game together . • • to know people is to love them
* . . it’s good to get to h u m  other people«f One aiember thought that
** ♦ . . programs end joint -meetings treats better understanding * . . it
treat as equal opportunities for all members * * * it also helps through
Its interreel el activities*« fee respondeat replied that the ¥*w*€* A.
had helped to develop a feeling of brotherhood In the eoneaetity “ . * *
by helping other people In mmiy ways » such a® travellers aid.5* Mother
remarked* MX think it helps * * * it is designed to***
Off those who said that the ¥*s.c»A* hod not helped foster a
feeling of brotherhood in the coraraunlty* one person noted that " * * *
this is the gist* hot unless you .get part lei pat ion this is very difficult
to achieve* ** Mother remarked, "The Influence is hardly felt in the
eammlty* Although many things dree young -people sway free the rf %
X t o 11 think it has done what It could*** Another thought that ** * # •
the *ff could be mere integrated then It m m  is * * # this *Y* S* just
as segregated as. the eeheols . * * if you don't live there you ere
m$w®%Mm4«n t3n«. member responded by saying that ,f # * • they triedt
but not hard enough* Tit#y 'haven’ t taken m- stand m  issues* If they did
It would causa people to look up to the® ®ore-#M
itoelv* of the teenagers thought that the had helped
to develop a feeling of brother!*eod in the. aetn&ualty» Sight of thus#
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Indicated the V*Vf,C*A* to! to® this b f aharlng and g iv ing , gifts to 
the needy« Qm remarked, have learned to- lovg one mother and 
share #tth them or ethers * * * threugh giving baskets and gifts to Cha 
needy*?i
Mm.tMfelAI.fat of St g8sg&i&gl SSSES, m  £ &  SSSlfiSiaa SB&. 
efefoar, religions* *8wm naked If the ¥*w*C*A* should of for * course 
enabling people to learn m t #  about the Christian religions! # forty* 
four (61*1 per tout) adults mmmtmd in thm «£limitlv»» &mmty+f,am  
eatd **neys and four indicated they didn’t kaovt* Of those answering 
lit the affireafeive# io m  epjphesiaed the rnsd of snaking this a wry 
general and broad progress* 4a one person replied, Sff@$. . * * as- long 
m  it involves all religions « .* , If it is made general m & not tonemi* 
nasionl*" dnotltar lady indicated that such a peograa ,e * * * might get 
to these %?Ho t#on?t join m y particular denomination* because some 
go to else *r* who tot** §o- ta church*."
Of those who did not want this course offered, oaa parson 
said that ?- » * • 1 dcm*t th in k  that would fee a good Idea because there 
arc too many religions * * * would run Into m  many conflicts,f1 Another 
replied that ri « * * people gat pretty zm m hf titmn It tmm® to this*«
Os© person , i#ho «MBkt«d to remain neutral on this quest ton, replied*
*♦!£ they t&m h anything, they should m m h tlm tm m of Clod, good 
eltisenahlp* love of h w rn iity ;. and than lot the .person choose his 
oim religion*"
liltmn asked if the f'*w.c,A. should offer a course enabling
x m
people to learn m ® m  about other religions* farty*
four #i#I per cent) adult# mrnmmmd in tins affirmative* twenty-twe 
said "no*" ami six indicated they didn't know* Of those snarer lag 
in the afflreatire* a*auy Indicated the need of learning about tbs 
m y others think am! foal* One replied* "People should learn more 
about other religions * . • end than you won't run. him 4mm .# * * m  
*ired to knew more of other's fat lings*” Another remarked t
Often we are a little  prejudiced and don't real ire it * * * if
m  understand ether religions re eewld got along bettor since 
it makes people more telerent* it really doesn't butt to ksim 
about other religfefis, elixee there is good anti bmd In all,
Another lady coreanted, "Only through knowledge and infer*
mat ion sm w© compare Christianity with other religions ami cm m m  
b m o m  enlightened m  to why I® prefers the Christian religion*5- 
s till mother parson replied $
■We often don't understand the other religion end we should 
* * * we are all trying to serve the m s s  God and make it to the 
mmm  pises* there are many pairs of shoe# , * . how are you 
going to t m m  which m m  is tsest unless you k m m  of others? t m  
should know shout other religions * * * I should be free to know 
about all religions#
of those oho did not went this court© offered, me person 
remarked that n « * * what e person Is  re lie d  they w ill always be 
« • * so they would not be- interested*” Another eorceMRited* "this It  
the responsibility of the churches . * * besides, things would get
Into a big meee#* 'One person was against this Idea because ** * * * it  
might confuse people#" On® res pendent replScdi
there are too many different religions to make this work 
. , # the mini iters might protest if the wrong thin® was taught* 
However* earns people wight be Interested • * • I guess I would be#
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Bat they should ofTer not religion as such* hat should offer 
the opportunity to asapri and give people an idee of what 
other religions are like . * . hut not to sway anyone*
On both of t*mm qm&zim& the teenager* wore equaliy divided 
on those taking affirmative or negative positions. Two of those 
indicating. disfavor with this suggestion doubted if people would 
attend a program of this nature, and another thought it should be
offered in ehurclt*
aaiatlenahln between the y«y*c»A» and cherchee in the goat*
malty* When naked if  there should, be m closer ralatlonahip between 
the ¥*w*c*A. and the ehurehes In the community* forty-seven CiS.J 
per cent) adults aaeeered in the affirmative, nineteen said wao*M 
and six indicated they didn't knmr, tma people mentioned that 
ss . * * they should worts together so programs don't clash**' Another 
replied* wYes* but we don't want people to think the y*w«C«A is a 
church*#i> Another suggested that the not lee of activities could be 
read mt churches* Osm lumber thought that the Y*W*C»A« fJ * * * should 
teach Bible classes so that when children start to Sunday school they 
know a portion • * • like kindergarten* ** /mother Indicated that 
M * * * maybe the *¥* is drifting fssms Christianity * ■* *w while 
another amber mentioned that * * » you ®£mn forget that the *¥*
is a Christian organisation.**7 One member thought that w * * * they 
should pick committee awsabers from people who go to church and believe 
In It also*7* Mother coamented^  *-?fhe program should create broader 
understand I ns between all groups* some don't approve of danoingv games* 
etc** b m  the * v* does , . * this Is good#"
q£ tk&m wh# did m% m m  m  mm %im of
mimim&klg® brntmm the f  *M»C*A* and the atMgftfeaa In the eamjfttty*
or «aM* $?i%ai. stif-asuint, &®ss msa^ loaad t»tiAii
• * * , %m mm? M&tmmm saliafaa* mm Mother *$**&#*-*
nWm *¥* fa a Oi*i at tan «&$*&& aafciaa* m  they- ■##»•*. aaed i# <k»$4ieafc**w
CHAPTER IV
s u g a ry , iN fiR H ism ncM s Mm c m c m s im s
Throughout the preceding chapter, which related the finding® of 
this research project, no particular attempt was made to Interpret these 
findings* The writer felt that this manner of presentation would enable 
the reader to differentiate clearly between the findings of this study 
tod the interpretations of these findings, which are presented in section 
two of this chapter. This distinction appeared important since it is 
possible for different observers to disagree on the interpretations 
of various social facts* Although the author feels that the 
interpretations presented in section two of this chapter are accurate 
and justifiable, he is aware of the possibility of different interpreta­
tions arising from the same facts.
I. £ UT'JMARY
In October, 1961, the writer met with local Y*W*C.A* officials and 
accepted the responsibility for securing information which could be 
used to facilitate the efforts of the Y.W.C.A* leaders in their attempts 
to improve the Association and to provide better programs for their 
members, The basic problem under consideration was to discover If the 
program at the Twenty-eighth Avenue y 4W,€*A* Center was meeting the 
needs of its members* Since the term "needs" as used in this study 
actually referred to the expressed attitudes or desires of the members 
and attempted to ascertain their personal "definition of the situation,"
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the study became, in essence, one of determining the degree to which 
the program at the Center was meeting the wishes of the Y.W.C.A. Center 
members•
It appeared that an organisation such as the Y.W.C.A. would become 
a matter of sociological importance, for here exists a social agency 
designed to fulfill certain needs, the satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
of which has an effect on the behavior of the people Involved. Know­
ledge of the problem is also important because an objective and accurate 
analysis on one social agency or institution throws light not only on 
those agencies to which it is related, but on the- life of the times as 
well. Generally speaking, this study maintained a socio-psychologlcal 
approach when focusing on the problem of determining if the Tmnty~ 
eighth Avenue Y.KvC.A. Center was meeting the wishes of its members* It 
was indicated previously that the research was limited in scope to a 
study of one particular Y.W.C.A. Center* Hie research was further limited 
basically to a study of the attitudes of a stratified randomly selected 
group of Y.\J,C.A. Center members* In order to combine both a certain 
amount of depth with the desired accuracy, many of the questions in the 
interview schedule were so constructed as to elicit first a negative or 
positive response and then have the respondent explain his reasons for 
his answer*
A distinction between the terms "participation” and "membership" 
not only afforded the opportunity to discover the respondents* stated 
reasons for participation or non-participation, but afforded various 
opportunities for comparison with several other relevant social factors,
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Even though there was an apparent lack of research relating 
directly to this study, certain characteristics of the Y.W.C.A. typlify 
other formal voluntary organisations. Therefore, background studies of 
related data were briefly considered. These studies generally indicated 
that voluntary association membership is not characteristic of the major­
ity of Americans, and that a relatively small percentage of Americans 
belong to two or more voluntary associations. These studies also found 
that membership in voluntary associations is directly related to socio­
economic status, as measured by level of income, occupation, and educa­
tion.
It was decided that the most adequate means of data collection for 
this study would be through use of the personal interview. Consequently, 
the construction of an adequate interview schedule became of importance. 
In an attempt to minimize the tendency to ask Irrelevant questions, as 
well as to make certain the coverage of pertinent issues, the writer met 
on several occasions with local Y.W.C.A. leaders for the purpose of con­
structing an adequate interview schedule* In order to obtain more depth 
to the study, both structured and unstructured questions were used* (A 
copy of the interview schedule appears in the appendix of this study).
The population sample of this investigation was composed of one 
hundred randomly selected Y.W.C.A. Center members* On the basis of the 
limited information shown on the membership cards, the author decided 
that a stratified random sample based upon age would constitute the best 
method of selecting respondents for this research project. This age 
breakdown Is shown in Table I, page 23. After the names of the one
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hundred members selected for interviewing had been chosen, a brief 
"latter of appealwas sent to each person indicating the nature of the 
study, who was sanctioning the study, and the reasons for the study* (A 
copy of the letter is reproduced in the appendix of this study)* All 
respondents were told that personal information about thora would not be 
made public and received a guarantee of anonymity. A total of eighty- 
six out of the desired one hundred interviews were successfully completed.
It was noted that the information gained from the fourteen chil­
dren was, for the most part, quite similar to that gained from the adults. 
Therefore, unless significant differences in responses were found, etc., 
this thesis dealt only with the attitudes and data gathered on the 
seventy-two adult respondents* With the exception of two white respond­
ents, the entire sampled population was composed of Negroes* Neither 
white respondent indicated activity as a volunteer or participant in 
the Y.W.C.A. Center program. Although there were a few men listed as 
associate members on the records, this study was concerned only with the 
attitudes of the female members* so all of the respondents in the sampled 
population were woman. Fifty of the respondents were married* three were 
single, fourteen were widowed, and five were divorced* Upon checking 
addresses against census tract areas, it was found that the great major­
ity of the sampled population were residents of th© general area usually 
referred to as "the Near North Side." Like other larger cities Omaha 
has its fine residential districts as well as some areas in which living 
conditions leave much to be desired* The "Near North Side" is such a 
location ted has long been considered a problem area - Boor housing, low
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family incomes, delinquency, etc., are oftea associated with this part of 
Omaha.
Chly twenty-two of the seventy-two adult respondents had been a 
member of the Y.W.C.A. for nine years or less. Twenty-seven had been 
members for twenty-years or more* while nine of these respondents indi­
cated they had been Y.iv.C.A. members for thirty years or more* the 
average length of membership in the Y.h.C.A. was 13.5 years* This 
figure was supported by the fact that only fourteen of the seventy-two 
respondents in a stratified random sample based upon age were under age 
thirty-five.
Excluding membership in both the Y.W.C.A* and church organizations*
thirty-eight (52.8 per cent) out of the seventy-two adults indicated that
they belonged to other formal voluntary associations. The average number
of memberships for all adult respondents was 1.0. There were no great
differences with respect to age and membership in formal associations*
although there was a slight tendency for more of the younger aged members.
to belong to these organizations. A greater percentage of married women
and those members with children under age nineteen belonged to formal
organizations. A higher percentage of white-collar members belonged
to other organizations* while proportionately fewer of those members who
were retired belonged to other organizations. A greater percentage of
those members who were active in Y.W.C.A* activities were likely to belong
to other formal voluntary associations.
*
Of a possible six categories symbolizing reasons for joining the 
Y«Vi»C.A.y 30.6 per cent of the respondents stated that "idealistic-goai-
im
orientations*' were the major reason for them joining* while 20.8 per cent 
of the members indicated that Sociability-orientations15 provided the 
main inducement for them joining the Y.W.C.A. Several selected factors 
of the respondents were examined in an effort to determine if some rela­
tionships prevailed between them arid the responses given to certain ques­
tions* The sociability dimension which was cited by fifteen of the 
seventy-two adult respondents as reasons for joining the Y.W.C.A. was 
related to specific personal characterlaties of the members. These 
charaeteristics were analyzed in relation to the extent of friendship 
development that existed among the members at this Y.W.C.A. Center, It 
was found that it was more likely for a member to develop new friend­
ships at the Y.W.C.A. Center If she were a married woman without children, 
had been a member for over ten years, was an active participant, and 
was In the ?swhite-collarif category, The six value complexes referring 
to general reasons for joining the Y.W.C.A, were related with certain 
characteristics of the informants. Certain high relationships prevailed 
between the value complex "idealistic-goal orientation" and the 
age category of thirty-five and over, with the status of being employed, 
with that of being a blue-collar worker, and being an inactive member.
When asked If they would be interested in becoming a volunteer for 
Y.W.C.A. activities by serving on a committee, being a club advisor, or 
by giving program aid, nineteen (26.4 per cent) of the seventy-two adult 
respondents indicated a desire to assist In this manner.
Although all fourteen children In the sample were considered to 
be active participants in the youth program* only twelve out of the
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seventy-two adult members indicated that they were active as a volunteer 
or participant in any part of the present program* Thus, only one-sixth 
(16.7 per cent) of the sampled adult population indicated they were 
active in the program* Attitudes were elicited pertaining to why the 
respondents did not participate in Y.W.C.A. activities. The reasons 
cited most often were because of an unqualified "lack of time" or 
because of "lack of time due to work." The nature of membership (i.e., 
whether active or inactive) was related to the selected factors of the 
respondents, White-collar respondents showed a higher degree of active 
participation, while the retired members showed the least amount of active 
participation. The older the respondent the greater the chances that 
she was an inactive member. Inactivity of membership was also related 
to a slightly higher extent with the marital status of being single.
Questions were asked relating explicitly to the physical plant of 
the Y.W.C.A. Center under study. Many respondents cited inadequate 
building space and inadequate equipment as major shortcomings of the 
Center.
When asked if the Y.W.C.A. had helped with respect to the family, 
church, club, or other organizations, thirty-seven (51.4 par cent) of 
the seventy-two adults replied in the affirmative. 'Hie findings of this 
study indicated that the activities of the Y.W.C.A* did have a positive 
effect in promoting a more active participation in certain institutional 
organ!sational activities in the development of leadership abilities and 
in the creation of new Interests,
Does the location of the Y.W.C.A, Center have any effect on the
1X8
participation by its members? Almost three-fourths of the respondents 
sald it did not have any effect,
Only seven (9*7 per cent) of the adult members indicated they 
made any use of the Center1© recreational facilities. Although one- 
third or slightly more of the respondents felt that there was a need for 
more recreational or group activities for children* teenagers» and adults, 
it was intereating to note that* with the exception of the question which 
was directed toward ascertaining whether or not more activities were 
warranted for the adults, a greater proportion of the responses sug­
gested had to be placed in the "don’t know" category.
It aaswer to the question pertaining to what Y.W.C.A. educational 
groups the members had been participants, eighteen indicated that they 
had (or are) taken part, while fifty-four (75,0 per cent) members said 
that they had never participated in any Y.W.C.A. educational groups. It 
was found that it was more likely for a member to have participated in 
Y.W.C.A. educational groups if she was a younger married woman with child­
ren, did not work outside the home, was the wife of a blue-collar worker, 
had been a member for over ten years, and was an active member.
There was m  apparent desire among the subjects interviewed in 
this study for adult education classes. This was evidenced by the fact 
that 73.6 per cost responded in the affirmative when questions were 
asked in effort to explore this area. It was found that it was more 
likely for a member to have expressed a Mief that there was a need in 
the community for adult educational classes if she was a younger married 
woman with children, was employed outside the home, was the wife of a
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blue-collar worker, had been a member for ten years or less, and was an 
active member. Some members Indicated they were interested in specific 
educational groups. It was found that sixty-one (84.7 per cent) adults 
replied in the affirmative when responding to the question which asked if 
the Y.W.C.A* Center should offer a program series on family problitas*
When asked if they would attend more programs with emphasis on 
world, national, aid local affairs as they affect this community, forty- 
eight (66.7 per cent) adults answered in the affirmative. A member was 
more likely to be interested in this suggestion if she was an older 
married woman, with children, was not employed outside the home, was 
the wife of a blue-collar worker, and was an active member.
M  response to the question asking if the Y.W.C.A, in any way had
been responsible for contributing to an increase in their spiritual 
growth, twenty-nine adults answered in the affirmative, thirty-eight 
(52.8 per cent) said l:no,v and five indicated they didn’t know. It is 
significant to note that, as just indicated, although a majority of the
respondents did not feel that the Y.i’.C.A, had contributed to an increase
in their spiritual growth, many of the respondents who answered a question 
concerning whether or not the y.ll.C.A. offered satisfactory opportunities 
for spiritual growth perceived these opportunities as existing. However, 
with only a few exceptions, more answers were of the "don’t know" variety 
than of the "not satisfactory"' type d£ response.
Answers were sought with respect to three other questions per­
taining to religious issues, for instance, forty-four (61.1 per cent) 
of the adults felt that the Y.w.C.A. should offer a course enablying people
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to U « m  more about the Christian religion. In contrast, twenty-four 
(33.3 per cent) were not in favor oi such a proposal, and four specified 
they didn’t know. Approximately the same numerical breakdown respective 
to each possible type of response was given when a question was asked if 
the Y'k’.c.A. Center should offer a course enablying people to learn more 
about non-ChristIm  religions. This was approximately the same results 
which were obtained from mother question asking if a closer association 
batmen the Y.W.C.A* Center and the churches in the community should pro- 
vai 1.
I I ,  INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
.Before proceeding with the discussion of the interpretations and 
conclusions which may be derived from the findings of this Investigation, 
It is necessary to reiterate the primary purpose of this undertaking. 
Succinctly stated* the major problem explored was; is the Twenty- 
eighth Avenue Y.W.C.A. Center meeting the needs of its membersI In 
answering this question, and consequently in focusing upon the problem 
of the study* there are at least two significant indices which may be 
employed as criteria for determining whether or not this Y*W.C.A. Center 
is fulfilling the functions which are imperative for the fulfillment of 
the felt needs of its members. As indicated earlier in the thesis, it 
is vitally significant to k m p  in mind the differentiation between "mem­
bership" and "participation*” Obviously* it is not wise to employ the 
membership criterion alone as symbolizing .satisfaction with Centex activ­
ities* since the sample was composed only of a randomly selected group
who were members. This leaves mother primary factor which may be used 
as a guage in determining if the Y.W.C.A* Center is meeting the needs of 
its members. This, of course, is the factor of participation* It has 
been implied that membership per se is not necessarily conjunctive to 
manifest satisfactions in the functions performed by the Y*W.C,A. Center 
or any other formal voluntary association. This suggests that in order 
to answer fully the question stated earlier, It would be beneficial to 
secure a randan sample of ail the women residing in the "hear North Side" 
area who meet the qualifications for ¥.w.c*A* membership* It appears 
that much light could be shown on this problem if responses were elic­
ited from non-members, since it is not illogical to assume that the rea­
sons expressed by non-members for not joining the Y,W.C.A* Center might 
have a great deal in cannon with the reasons expressed by members for not 
participating in ¥.W.C*A* Center activities* As the data has conclusively 
demonstrated* most of the adult members do not participate in  Center 
activities* As such, when using the index of participation as a factor 
for determining whether or not the needs of members of the ¥.W*C.A. Cen­
ter are being fulfilled, it is necessary to answer the question stated 
earlier in the negative, at least for a great majority of the respondents 
interviewed in the study*
There is also mother important finding which has made itself 
known with respect to sane of the questions constituting the interview 
schedule employed in this study. The writer is r e t i r in g  to the fact that 
the respondents, both active and inactive, not infrequently responded in a 
manner which had to be placed in the "don’t know" category* Obviously,
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this is to he expected from non- par tic! pat i ng members» However, when 
specifications are made by the respondent that she is an active member 
and yet finds it  necessary to respond in  & “don’t know"’ fashion to 
questions, this easts a certain amount of skepticism on the actual degree 
of participation. To summarize and emphasize what has been said up to 
this point, it is concluded that, as judged by the great proportion of 
members who are inactive, and also as reflected by the fact that even 
sane of the so-called active members found it necessary to respond in a 
"don’t know" manner, the Y.w.C.A. Center under investigation, in general, 
is not meeting the perceived needs of its members. The situational 
definitions ascertained in this research fully and conclusively sub­
stantiate this conclusion*
A question which now emerges is: why is the Y.W.C.A. Center
under study not meeting the needs of many of its people? Hie respond­
ents, as was indicated in the chapter on findings, made certain pertinent 
suggestions which makes possible at least a partial answer to this ques­
tion. Xt is apparent that many respondents feel that the building space 
and the equipment at the Center are Inadequate. On a superficial level, 
it might appear that improvements with respect to these two items 
would facilitate an increment in Interest. However, as already implied, 
it appears that this would be a most superficial solution of a definite 
problem. Some respondents expressed tm interest in adult education 
courses which would treat various aspects of religions, etc. Perhaps 
these changes la the curriculum would Help in promoting interest and in 
satisfying more needs, but it Is likely that this would also constitute
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a partial, if not insignificant, solution to the alleviation of the prob­
lem under discussion. Then again, suggestions were made with respect to 
the provisions of added and varied recreational activities for children, 
teenagers, and adults. The writer feels that such improvements would 
also attain negligent results with respect to the promotion of interest 
in ?«W«C»A. activities. This position is maintained since the findings 
of this study, as well m  the findings of other studies conducted in 
the area of formal voluntary organisations, demonstrate that members 
of the lower classes are not prone to join, much less participate, 
in voluntary organizational activities, whether it he the Y*W.C*A., Elks, 
Rotary, or other organizations* This does not mean even to quasi-imply 
that voluntary organizations should not be made accessabie to segments in 
the population who are of lower and/or working-class origin* The author 
does mean to emphasize that officials of any organization must be fully 
aware of the fact that receptivity and interest will be lacking by a vast 
majority of these people*
It is realised that what has been said up to this point still does 
not answer the question vtated at the beginning of the preceding para­
graph* In order to suggest some things which could be done to enlist 
greater support of the type of people to which we are making reference, 
sane knowledge of their values is essential* A value can be defined as 
something which is desirable, something which is good, something which 
people want, It is felt by this writer that this Y.W.G.A, Center or other 
organisations which may have even more adequate facilities, better 
trained personnel, more activities, etc, must, in general, be viewed as
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not meeting the needs of the people who share the attitudes and values 
o£ this particular segment of the population- Mother objective of this 
study was to  determine what specific needs are not being met at this 
Center- Sane of the pertinent findings have already been discussed.
It has just been indicated that ether Y/H.C.A,*s and other organisations 
may already have these things which many of the respondents suggested as 
being needed— however, members of the lower classes are not usually 
active in these organizations* It is not logical to assume that what 
is true in one or many situations can also be generalized to the local 
level? Consequently, it is suggested that anything in the way of 
structural improvements, new activities, new courses, etc. will have 
dubious results in increasing greater participation in the Y.W.C.A,
Center under study. Keeping in mind the definition attributed to the 
concept of value, it is necessary to state that for a vast majority of 
lower class people the things which are provided by voluntary organi­
zations are lncongruent to the value orientations of these people. It 
should be recalled that most of the reasons given by inactive members 
for not participating in Center activities were related to the factors 
of "not having the time11 or "not having the time due to work.** It is 
likely in several instances that these responses represent what might be 
tanned "acceptable excuses." However, it is also very leasable that 
there might be a great deal of truth in these responses. Maslow’s theory1 
states that m m  is initially concerned with the satisfaction of his basic
IA«H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1954), p. 69-
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needs , . . food, clothing, shelter. It is only after these needs are 
fulfilled that he takes on added and new interests, from an analyst s 
of statistical data relating to income, education, type of employment, 
as well as personal observation of the housing conditions, etc,, in 
this area, it was not surprising to find that m&ay of the respondents 
are, and others think they are, fully occupied with these major tasks of 
providing for their basic needs. Consequently, a factor of utmost 
significance not only for the promotion and development of Y.W.C.A. 
activities, but also for the individuals and their families, would be 
the elevation of these people to a higher standard of living# This 
writer feels that it is only after this transformation has occurred 
that a further development and growth and greater participation in 
Y.W.C.A. Center sponsored activities will be realized#
It has been indicated that many of these people are fully occupied 
with the task of making a living# It appears likely when people are 
occupied with these pursuits, that the mere physical endurances which 
they must sustain would not be conducive for developing an interest to 
seek outside the home activities.
The factor of sociability was of ten indicated as a reason why 
Y,W*C.A. membership was initially achieved, however, as has been pre- 
viously stated, most of the people did not participate in these activ­
ities. Since it is known that people desire sociability or the pleas* 
ant interaction with others, it appears feasible that this factor of 
sociability is being fulfilled by other social agencies perhaps, but 
more likely by the family and relative groups• It is known that lower
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and/or working-class people tend to Interact more often in family and 
kinship groups. In other wards, this aspect of sociability which could 
in part be fulfilled by associating with fellow Y.W.C.A, members is 
being better provided for in family and kinship relationships# The 
explanation or this phenomena is simple. The values of these people 
indicate to them that these relationships, that is, relationships which 
©re with familial members, relatives, and close neighbors are merely 
more desirable than relationships with others.
As was stipulated earlier, the factor of 'Ideal is tic-oriented4' 
was most often given as being the justification for giving membership 
support to the Y.W.C.A. Center# However, the data in this study revealed 
that few respondents were willing to volunteer their services in the 
performance of committee work, etc. It would appear that these people 
derive a certain euphoric feeling from maintaining that they are members 
of the Y.W.C.A., but are not willing to accept the responsibilities that 
membership entails. In this case, "Idealism” is merely spoken, or in 
this specific instance as well as in many other organizations, expressed 
in the form of signing a membership card and forgetting that the 
organization exists, Related to this factor is a statement made earlier 
pertaining to the fact that most of these respondents are "busy,” or 
at least think they are. What Is significant here is not whether they
Mm*  MWilrtWWWjWMHP **
are actually busy or not, it?s whether or not they think they are busy,
W.I, Thomas indicated that if a parson defines a situation as real, it
is real in its consequences.. In other words, if people feel they are
* * * * *
busy, they are busy. As such, they have no time to pursue Center activities*
they hm® been able to reation&lize the fact that since their name 
appears on the membership roster, this is proof enough that they are 
la full accord with the idealistic goals which the Y.W.C.A. symbolises* 
They c m  do no more then this, that is, they can’t actually participate 
because they don * t have the tine. They do not have to look far for 
additional justifications which fortify their system of rationalIeations, 
for the society of which they are a product greatly substantiates this 
system, delated to this is the factor that these respondents are 
Negroes. As a Negro, the member is well aware of the contradictions 
which prevail between idealism and realism in this society. It could 
be thought perhaps that because of her Negro marginality that she 
would take special steps in an effort to see that idealism and 
realism became the embodiments of each other--a few respondents indicated 
that the Y.W.C.A* helped in this la&nner* However, it is just as ration­
al to think that because this person is a product of our society, 
that the values of contradictions and contraventions have been inter­
nalised by her. As such, she is guided by some values over which her 
control Is limited.
Essentially, the point which the writer has attempted to stress is 
that the group under study does not have a value system which is in accord 
with the goals which are sought by voluntary organisations, and specifi­
cally in this case, the Y.W.C.A. Center under study. This suggests the 
need for a mammouth undertaking. Simply stated, this undertaking would 
entail the alleviation of poverty and the substitution of relative 
prosperity for these lower-class members. This change would, in time,, 
bring about a social evolution in the promotion of a value system more
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in keeping with what the Y.W.C .A, has * or could, make available# As has 
been stated, such an evolutional movement would take a formable amount 
of time* effort, and understanding# It is apparent that it is not 
practical to wait for this change* Therefore, for the present, certain 
things will be suggested that the Y.W.C. A. Center could perform which 
would be of benefit to their members *
Some of the respondents* suggestions made with respect to the 
physical plant would be of value in improving conditions at the Center.
This would not constitute added obstacles to the promotion of Y.W.C.A# 
affairs, and should be of seme advantage# In the way of a specific 
suggestion, It may be well to take the approach of a salesman* The 
salesman must have something to sell# The Y.W.C. A# Center does have 
something to sell, and with certain improvement could have much more#
\S
However, before one can sell, it is necessary to create interest In 
the product; and before one can create an interest, it becomes necessary 
to communicate to the prospective buyer, in this case, the individual 
Y.W.C .A. Center members# It is known that personal interaction in a 
primary group situation is the most meaningful and fruitful means of 
communicating. In other words, the written newsletter, the advertisement 
on television, or an announcement in church before a large gathering has 
many limitations# Implicit in this discussion is the fact that much 
field work in which the leaders of the Y.W.C.A* would make person contacts, 
would indicate that the Y.W.C.A, Center has something to offer, would 
indicate to the prospective participator that she also has something to 
offer the Y.W.C. A., and that her participation in Y.W.C.A, activities are
wanted might appear to be a laborious undertaking, but at the same time, 
the results would compensate. Although the fact has not been stressed 
that respondents felt they were not wanted, or were disaffected from 
participating in Y.W.C.A* Center activities because of the lack of 
sufficient encouragement and expression of personal Interest, soma 
of the respondents did express statements which reflected this point* 
Associated with this was the fact that a few of the respondents indicated 
they felt that this study would have beneficial effects in promoting 
a greater Interest in Y.W.C.A, activities, at least among the 
seventy*two adults interviewed5 for in the sponsorship of this study, 
the Y.w.C*A. leaders demonstrated a concern with certain problems which 
prevail. Mot only is it necessary to recognise problems before they 
can be alleviated, but it seems that a manisfestation of concern with 
respect to anything precipitates a certain amount of interest with respect 
to those individuals who have taken the time and effort to look into a 
problem*
There is one type of activity which was suggested by some respond­
ents and has not yet been mentioned in this discussion to which special 
accord should be attributed. This matter is not totally divorced from 
the subject which has just been considered. Many of the respondents 
indicated the need for courses which relate to personal and family prob­
lems. The writer is referring specifically to such things as courses 
which would help a mother be better prepared to understand the problems 
of her children, courses relating to marriage and the family, courses 
relating to budget, etc. Implicit in these suggestions is practicality.
n o
The importance of an awareness of the different values held by members 
of this sub-culture has previously been noted, as has been the appli­
cability of Maslov*s theory, these two major factors suggest that 
recreational activities and formalistic educational activities should 
be secondary. People of this social class are primarily motivated for 
the presaat and the immediate, not the distant and the future. In 
other words, they are more concerned with the fact that they may lack 
ability to construct an adequate budget, or lack knowledge to make 
proper suggestions to their children with respect to activities which 
might provide barriers to the development of extra-legal behavior.
Stated another way, it is easier for these people to perceive the re­
lationship between practicality and essentiality*
In general, St should be apparent that most of the comments that 
have been made, either pro or con, are not only apropo for the ¥,VJ.C.A* 
Center under study, but also for many other voluntary organizations, 
the general apathy characterising a vast majority of the members of 
this Center toward their organisation is not a unique situation; this 
ia very common with respect to most formal voluntary organisations, and 
certainly among those organisations which are primarily composed of 
members of the lower socio-economic echelon* the writer has stressed 
the importance of offering courses of a "practical nature** because it 
was his impression that many of the respondents desired programs of this 
nature. This does not negate the Importance of recreational and group 
activities . . .  it merely points out that more of the "practically- 
oriented courses might encourage a greater degree of interest and 
participation in the part of the Center members* As has been previously
mindicated, the fact that this study was conducted in conjunction 
and cooperation with the Y.w.c.A, officials was m  indication that 
the leaders are concerned about the success of the Center in meeting 
the needs of the members. This interest displayed by the leaders 
also indicates an awareness that organizational success is possible 
only if the given association is willing to change, when necessary, 
to meet the varying and diverse interests and desires of its members.
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TWENTY-.EIGHTH AVENUE Y *W «C *A, CENTER PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Name of Interviewer Date
A* GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Marital status: Married Slagle Widowed Divorced. Separated 4
2. Do you have children? Yes  No Humber Ages___Sex »
3. What is your husband’s occupation? »
If single, what is your (or parent’s) occupation? «
4. Age range: 12-16_JL7-24__ 25-29_30-34_35-59_60 and over
5* Do you work outside the home? Yes No * If so, at what time?
6. How long have you been, a member of the YWCA? ,
7. Why did you join the YWCA?
8. Are you active as a volunteer or participant in any pajt of the
program now? Yes No . If not, why? * >
9. How did you become aware of the program which is now offered by
the YWCA?   *
10, Does the location of the YWCA Center have any affect on your
participat i on ? Yes No . *
11* Where do you think would be an ideal location for your Center?
12* Do you think the building space is adequate? Yes  ^No If
not, what should be added?   *
13* Do you think the equipment is adequate? Yes No If not,
what should be added?  '
14* Would you be interested in becoming a volunteer for YWCA
activities? Yes No . . If so* in what capacity? Cmmittee 
Club Advisor_Program Aid „
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15* Has the YWCA helped you develop your leadership ability?
Yes Ho • If so, how?
i i >» m w  im.'W m ww r  » n w » » iiM m «i n i i r t i i i i i  »r m *  'n M tw m in hMm Miniu m
16. Do you belong to any other groups? Yes Ho . If so* which
ones ?
17* Has the YWCA helped you assume leadership in these groups?
Ye a No . ^
B* RECREATION
I. Which recreational facilities do you use?
2* Should the YWCA offer more recreation or group activities fort
Children ~ Yes No . Suggestions .
Teenagers - Yes , No , Suggestions
Adults - Yes Mo . Suggestions «
3. Have you made any new friends as a direct result of your
participation in YWCA activities? Yes Ho * ________________ .
€. EDUCATION
1. What educational groups have you taken part in?_____
2* Were you satisfied with the instruction in these courses?
Ye s No *
3. Is there a need in the community for adult education classes in
elementary subjects such as reading, writing, or English?
Yes Ho___* If so, which ones?
4* Should the YWCA offer a program series on im a lly  problems?
Yes iio . In what ?___________
5* Would you attend more programs with emphasis on wofcld, national,
and local affairs as they affect this community? Yes Ho
6. Is there a need for a library? Yes_Ho___. _________
7* Is there a need for a music room? Yes Mo
8* Has your association with others at the YWCA broadened your 
interests in m y  way? Yes Mo * If so, in what manner?
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9* Has the YWCA helped you with respect to your family, church,
club, or other organizations! Yes No If so, in what
manner ? ______
10. Are there any additional classes or groups which should be
organized by the YWCA in your community? Yes Mo .
Suggestions  .
d. s m m i A i  m v & w m w t
1. Has the YWCA in any way been responsible for contributing to an 
increase in your spiritual growth? Yes No If so, how?
2. lias the YWCA helped to develop a feeling of brotherhood in the 
community? Yes Ho .. If so, how?
3. Should there be a closer relationship between the YWCA and the 
churches in your community? Yes l No ...
4. Should the YWCA offer a course enabling people to learn more
about the Christian religion? Yes Ho . .
5. Should the YWCA offer a course enabling people to learn more 
about other religions? Yes Ho »
6. Does the YWCA offer satisfactory opportunities for spiritual
development? Yes i Ho , . If so, in what ways?
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Dear Member s
You have received the winter schedule of activities at the 
Y.W.C.A. Center* We sincerely hope you will participate in one or 
more of these activities*
As we look forward to 5*1962we hope to provide better programs 
at your Y.W.C.A. Center. However, in order to achieve this, we must 
first know the wishes of our members• We are asking for your help in 
this matter.
Within the near future, a survey will be conducted in order to 
discover if the program at the Center is meeting the needs of the 
Y.V7*C.A. membership. This survey will be undertaken with the assist­
ance of the Department of Sociology at the University of Omaha, Because 
of the size of the membership at the Y.W.C.A. Center, the names of one 
hundred members were selected randomly from our records as a means of 
determining the sample for this study. Your name was one of those 
chosen.
We will telephone you within the next few days to find out if it 
would be more convenient for you to be interviewed in your home or at 
the Y.W.C.A. Center. This interview will take only a small amount of 
your time and your answers will have a great effect on the future program 
planning at your Y.W.C.A. Center.
We will be very grateful for your help in this matter as we make 
an effort to improve your Y.W.C.A. Center.
Sincerely yours.
Mrs, Bobbie A. Davis 
Y.W.C.A. Center Director
Robert L. Geisel 
Or ad uate -As si at ant 
Dept, of Sociology 
University of Omaha
